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I.

INTRODUCTION
Graduate Workers of Columbia-GWC, UAW ("the Petitioner") filed this petition on

December 17, 2014, claiming to represent a unit of student employees employed by
Columbia University ("the Employer" or "Columbia"). This unit includes employees who
provide instructional services and employees who work as research assistants. These
employees are enrolled as students at Columbia and are paid to perform services that
generate income for the University. Thus, they are both students at Columbia and
employees of Columbia.
By Order dated February 6, 2015, the Regional Director for Region Two
dismissed the petition based upon the categorical holding in Brown University, 342
N.L.R.B. 483 (2004), that graduate student assistants are not employees within the
meaning of the Act. Brown is an aberrant decision that cannot be reconciled with the
language of the Act or with other decisions of the Board and of the Supreme Court. The
Regional Director acknowledged that, on three occasions since 2010, the Board has
issued orders stating that it wished to reconsider the holding in Brown. Nevertheless,
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the Regional Director concluded that she was "constrained by current Board precedent"
to dismiss this petition without a hearing.
The Petitioner respectfully requests that the Board grant review of the dismissal
of this petition. The Board has repeatedly questioned the continuing viability of Brown,
granting review of decisions that followed the precedent of Brown. At a minimum, the
Board should do the same in this case, reversing the dismissal and reinstating the
petition. The Petitioner respectfully requests that the Board go further, reverse Brown,
and restore to graduate student employees the right to bargain collectively through
representatives of their choosing.1
II.

HISTORY OF NLRB DECISIONS REGARDING STUDENT ORGANIZING
On April 3, 2000, the Regional Director for Region Two issued a Decision and

Direction of Election in New York University, Case No. 2-RC-22082, finding graduate
assistants at NYU to be statutory employees entitled to legal protection for the right to
organize. The Regional Director found that existing NLRB precedent supported finding
these graduate assistants to be employees. He found that these student employees
met the statutory definition of an employee under section 2(2) of the Act, in that they
performed services for NYU in exchange for compensation by the university. He found
particular support for this holding in Boston Medical Center Corp., 330 N.L.R.B. 152
(1999), where the Board held that interns and residents ("house staff") at a teaching
hospital are employees protected by the Act. Just six months later, the Board
unanimously affirmed the Regional Director's decision. New York University, 332
N.L.R.B. 1205 (2000) (NYU l). That decision unleashed a flood of pent-up enthusiasm

In her decision, the Regional Director stated that the Union relied upon "policy considerations" as grounds
to overrule Brown. In fact, the Union contends that this result is compelled by the statute.
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for organizing by student employees at elite private universities in the Northeast,
including this one. Brown University, Case No. 1-RC-21368; The Trustees of Columbia
University in the City of New York, Case No. 2-RC-22358; The Trustees of the
University of Pennsylvania, Case No. 4-RC-20353; Tufts University, Case No. 1-RC21452. In the Columbia case, a 30-day hearing was held, resulting in a regional
director's decision defining the scope and composition of a unit of graduate assistants
(copy attached).
This enthusiastic response was crushed four years later when the Board issued
its 3-2 decision in Brown, overruling the unanimous decision in NYU I The Brown
decision was inconsistent with relevant Board and court decisions and cannot be
reconciled with the language or intent of the statute. The Brown majority held that
graduate assistants are "primarily students" and therefore not employees. The
conclusion that one who is "primarily" a student cannot also be an employee has no
basis in logic or in the law. The Brown majority stated that NYU I had overruled 25
years of precedent to conclude that graduate assistants could be both students and
employees. In fact, NYU I was in line with and consistent with past decisions of the
Board and the Supreme Court. Brown is the only current precedent to find some
inconsistency between being a student and being an employee. The one case cited by
the Board that arguably supported that decision was St. Clare's Hospital, 229 N.L.R.B.
1000 (1977), a decision that had already been overruled when Brown issued and that
continues to be discredited. Nevertheless, for ten years, Brown has stood as a barrier
to organizing by student employees.
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On three occasions over the past five years, the Board has issued orders in
which it stated that it had decided to reconsider the Brown decision. In 2010, the Acting
Regional Director dismissed the petition in NYU, Case No. 2-RC-23481, without a
hearing. The Board granted review of that decision, finding "compelling reasons for
reconsideration of the decision in Brown University." New York University, 356 N.L.R.B.
No. 7 (2010) ("NYU II"). The Board reopened the case and remanded for a hearing.
After 19 days of hearings over four and one-half months, the Acting Regional Director
again dismissed the petition on the authority of Brown. The Board granted review a
second time, reiterating that there are "compelling reasons for reconsideration of Brown
University." Case No. 2-RC-23481, unpublished Order dated 6/22/12. Another year
and one-half passed after this order granting review in NYU II for the second time, but
no decision was forthcoming. Finally, in December 2013, three and one-half years after
the petition had been filed, the petitioner entered into an agreement with NYU for an
alternative method to demonstrate its majority status and withdrew the petition in Case
No. 2-RC-23481.
This past May, the Board invited briefs on review in Northwestern University,
Case No. 13-RC-121359, to address, inter alia, whether the Board should "adhere to,
modify or overrule the test of employees status" applied in Brown. Order dated May 12,
2014. No decision has issued in that case. Despite the repeated orders from the Board
finding "compelling reasons" to reconsider Brown, regional directors feel themselves
obligated to continue to follow its holding, frustrating attempts by student employees to
form unions through the procedures provided under the Act.
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Once again, the Board must grant review and reopen a case dismissed on the
basis of Brown. However, that action is not sufficient. Since Brown is inconsistent with
the statute and all relevant precedent, the Board should hesitate no longer before
overruling that aberration.
III. THE BOARD SHOULD GRANT REVIEW OF THE DISMISSAL OF THIS
PETITION
Section 102.67(c)(4) of the Board's Rules and Regulations provides that review
should be granted where there are "compelling reasons for reconsideration of an
important Board rule or policy." The Board has three times held that Brown should be
reconsidered. That decision is inconsistent with law and precedent and is frustrating the
desire of thousands of student employees to organize. There are "compelling reasons"
to grant review forthwith.
Brown is inconsistent with the definition of an employee in Section 2(3), which
expresses the intent of Congress that the statute be given broad application. An
employee for purposes of this law is defined as "any employee." The Supreme Court
has repeatedly held that this phrase must be read broadly. In NLRB v. Town & Country,
516 U.S. 85 (1995), a unanimous Supreme Court held, "The ordinary dictionary
definition of 'employee' includes any 'person who works for another in return for financial
or other compensation," and the Act's definition of employee as including "any
employee" "seems to reiterate the breadth of the ordinary dictionary definition." 516
U.S. at 90 (quoting American Heritage Dictionary 604 (3d ed. 1992)) (emphasis in
original). Brown conflicts with this holding by finding that individuals who work for a
university in return for financial compensation are not employees.
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In Sure-Tan, Inc. v. NLRB, 467 U.S. 883 (1984), the Court held that the "breadth"
of the definition of "employee" in section 2(3) "is striking: the Act squarely applies to 'any
employee.' The only limitations are specific exemptions for agricultural laborers,
domestic workers, individuals supervised by their spouses or parents, individuals
employed as independent contractors or supervisors, and individuals employed by a
person who is not an employer under the NLRA." 467 U.S. at 891 (1984). There is no
exclusion in the statute for employees who are "also students" or "primarily students."
Consistent with this Supreme Court precedent, the Board has given a broad
reading of the definition of an employee. For example, in Sundland Construction Co,
309 N.L.R.B. 1224 (1992), in holding that paid union organizers are employees where
they obtain jobs to try to organize other employees, the Board reaffirmed that the statute
applies in the absence of an express exclusion. "Under the well settled principle of
statutory construction - expressio unius est exclusio alterius - only these enumerated
classifications are excluded from the definition of employee." 309 N.L.R.B. at 1226.
Similarly, the Board gave a broad reading to the statutory definition of employee in
Seattle Opera Ass'n, 331 N.L.R.B. 1072 (2000), enforced 292 F.3d 757 (D.C. Cir. 2002),
holding that auxiliary choristers at non-profit opera company are "employees". In
Seattle Opera, the D.C. Circuit distilled the Supreme Court's and Board's broad reading
of the statute and the common-law master servant relationship into a two-part test: "[I]t
is clear that - where he is not specifically excluded from coverage by one of section
152(3)'s enumerated exemptions - the person asserting statutory employee status does
have such status if (1) he works for a statutory employer in return for financial or other
compensation; and (2) the statutory employer has the power or right to control and
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direct the person in the material details of how such work is to be performed." 292 F.3d
at 762 (internal citations omitted). Brown is inconsistent with this Board and Supreme
Court precedent in crafting an exclusion that does not appear in the statute in order to
find that individuals who provide services for a university in exchange for compensation
are not employees.
The decision in Brown likewise cannot be reconciled with the long history of case
law holding that an individual can be both a student and an employee. An apprentice,
by definition, is both a student and an employee. He or she is required to work as a part
of the training for a craft or trade. Apprentices typically work for an employer while
taking classes to learn the craft. This work provides on-the-job training that is critical to
learning the craft. An apprentice generally must complete a certain number of hours of
classroom training and a specified number of years of work in the field in order to qualify
as journeymen. Despite the fact that the work of an apprentice is thus part of training
for a career, the Board has consistently treated apprentices as employees.
As far back as 1944, the Board held that apprentices who attended a school as
part of a 4 or 5 year training program and worked under the supervision of training
supervisors for two and one-half years while learning shipbuilding skills were employees
within the meaning of the Act. Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co., 57
N.L.R.B. 1053, 1058-59 (1944). Similarly, in General Motors Corp., 133 N.L.R.B. 1063,
1064-65 (1961), the Board found apprentices who were required to complete a set
number of hours of on-the-job training, combined with related classroom work in order
to achieve journeyman status, to be employees. See also UTD Corp., 165 N.L.R.B. 346
(1967) (apprentices included in bargaining unit); Chinatown Planning Council, Inc., 290
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N.L.R.B. 1091, 1095 (1988) (describing apprentices "working at regular trade
occupations while receiving on-the-job training"), enf'd, 875 F.2d 395 (2d Cir. 1989). All
of these apprentices were students and employees at the same time. Their work was
related to their schooling. They learned while working and earning money. In short,
they were students and employees simultaneously. The Board has never suggested
that, in order to find an apprentice to be an employee, it was necessary to weigh the
educational benefit that he received from working with a journeyman against the
economic benefit his employer derived in order to decide whether the relationship was
"primarily educational."
In a similar vein, the Board held in Boston Medical Center, 330 N.L.R.B. 152
(1999) that medical interns, residents and fellows are "employees," despite the fact that
they are also students. The Board in Boston Medical emphatically rejected the idea that
there is some kind of inconsistency between being an employee and being a student:
Their status as students is not mutually exclusive of a finding that they are
employees.
As 'junior professional associates,' interns, residents and fellows
bear a close analogy to apprentices in the traditional sense. It has never
been doubted that apprentices are statutory employees.... Nor does the
fact that interns, residents and fellows are continually acquiring new skills
negate their status as employees. Members of all professions continue
learning throughout their careers.... Plainly, many employees engage in
long-term programs designed to impart and improve skills and knowledge.
Such individuals are still employees, regardless of other intended benefits
and consequences of these programs.
330 N.L.R.B. at 161 (citations and footnotes omitted). "[I]t has never been doubted that
apprentices are statutory employees ..." because there is no inconsistency between
working and learning. Id.
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The holding of Boston Medical has not been questioned by the courts of appeals,
has resulted in fruitful collective bargaining, and remains good law. The Board
reaffirmed the holding that medical residents and interns can be both students and
employees in St. Barnabas Hospital, 355 N.L.R.B. No. 39 (2010). Thus, the holding of
Brown that a class of individuals cannot be employees because they are also students
represents an outlier — a decision so at odds with other decisions regarding the
employee status of other classes of student workers that it should be overruled
forthwith.
The only distinction between graduate assistants and apprentices in the
trades, whose status as employees has never been questioned, lies in the level of
their education and the intellectual nature of their work. That cannot be a basis for
excluding graduate assistants from the statutory definition of employee, as section
2(12) explicitly includes employees whose work is intellectual in nature within the
coverage of the Act. Indeed, section 2(12)(b) sets forth a definition of professional
employee that fits graduate assistants precisely. The term "professional
employee" includes "any employee who (i) has completed the courses of
specialized intellectual instruction ... and (ii) is performing related work under the
supervision of a professional person...." See Boston Medical, 330 N.L.R.B. at
161. Graduate assistants therefore cannot be distinguished from apprentices on
the ground that their courses involve "intellectual instruction" rather than instruction
in a trade. Moreover, the residents and interns found to be employees in Boston
Medical and St. Barnabas have achieved at least as high a level of intellectual
accomplishment as graduate assistants. Thus, Board precedent holds that
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employees who work in connection with their studies are employees. Brown is
inconsistent with that precedent.
The Board majority in Brown purported to base its holding on two decisions
involving universities, Adelphi University, 195 N.L.R.B. 639 (1972), and Leland
Stanford Junior University, 214 N.L.R.B. 621 (1974). Neither of these cases lends
any support to the proposition that graduate students cannot also be employees.
In Adelphi, the Board did hold that the graduate student teaching and research
assistants were "primarily students." There is not the slightest suggestion in that
decision, however, that the Board believed that this was somehow inconsistent
with employee status. Rather, the Board held that student status distinguished
teaching assistants from regular faculty members, so that they had a community of
interest separate from regular faculty members. "[W]e find that the graduate
teaching and research assistants here involved, although performing some facultyrelated functions, are primarily students and do not share a sufficient community of
interest with the regular faculty to warrant their inclusion in the unit." 195 N.L.R.B.
at 640. NYU I, by finding a separate unit of student employees to be appropriate,
was entirely consistent with Adelphi. The Board, in Brown, did not "return to the
holding" of Adelphi. Instead, the Board distorted the holding of a case which
actually supports a finding that graduate assistants are employees who have a
separate community of interest from other employees.
Similarly, Leland Stanford did not hold that a graduate student could not be
simultaneously a student and an employee. Rather, the Board found the graduate
students were not employees on the particular facts of that case. The Board found
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that the tax-exempt stipends received by the students from outside funding
agencies were not payment for services performed for the university. "Based on
all the facts, we are persuaded that the relationship of the RAs and Stanford is not
grounded on the performance of a given task where both the task and the time of
its performance is designated and controlled by the employer." 214 N.L.R.B. at
623. There is nothing in Leland Stanford to support Brown's holding that a
graduate assistant cannot be an employee where the student does perform tasks
under the direction and for the benefit of the university.
The Board in Brown went on to find that student employees are not statutory
employees because their relationship to the university is "primarily educational." As
discussed above, there is nothing in either Adelphi or Leland Stanford that would
support a holding that one cannot be both student and employee. Indeed, the false
dichotomy between working and learning was forcefully rejected by the Board in Boston
Medical and is inconsistent with decades of case law finding apprentices to be
employees. In the face of this precedent, the Brown majority turned to St. Clare's
Hospital, 229 N.L.R.B. 1000 (1977), to provide support for excluding an entire class of
employees from the protections of the Act. St. Clare's, however, had been expressly
overruled in Boston Medical. 330 N.L.R.B. at 152. Thus, the only case cited by the
majority in Brown which supports the holding of that case is a case that has been
overruled.
To summarize, the Brown decision was unsupported by the language of the
statute, Supreme Court precedent, and the Board decisions upon which the Board
purported to rely. The Board failed to consider the language of the statute. The
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Board failed to follow repeated admonitions by the Supreme Court that section
2(3) is to be read broadly. The Board cited Adelphi and Leland Stanford for the
proposition that there is some inconsistency between being a student and being
an employee, but there is nothing in those cases to support a finding that there is
such an inconsistency. In finding this inconsistency, the Board ignored its long
history of finding apprentices to be employees. Finally, the Board relied upon a
decision that had been expressly overruled. Clearly, the Brown decision is an
outlier: a decision which cannot be reconciled with the statute or with other
interpretations of the Act. Accordingly, there are compelling reasons to grant
review and reinstate this petition.
IV. IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO HOLD A HEARING BEFORE OVERRULING
BROWN
It is not necessary for a hearing to be held in this matter for the Board to overrule
Brown. That decision established a categorical exclusion of all graduate assistants from
legal protection of the right to organize. The applicability of that exclusion to a group of
student employees is a purely legal issue that does not turn on the particular terms and
conditions of employment of those employees. The exclusion is absolute. As we have
explained above, that categorical exclusion is inconsistent with the statute and with
case law interpreting the statutory definition of employee. Therefore, Brown can be
overruled based upon its inconsistency with the law and precedent.
Brown itself was not based upon any findings regarding the particular terms and
conditions of graduate assistants at that school. The factual findings that define the
scope of the holding in Brown are those that define graduate assistants as a class. The
Board relied upon the following findings:
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1

The graduate student assistants in the petitioned-for unit were enrolled in
the university at students;

2.

The work of graduate assistants as teachers or researchers was related to
their education;

3.

Graduate assistants work closely with faculty members; and

4.

They receive financial support to attend Brown.

342 N.L.R.B. at 488-89. These are the facts that define a graduate assistant. It is not
necessary to hold a hearing to determine whether the petitioned-for unit includes
graduate assistants. The question is whether there is any inconsistency between their
status as students and a finding that they are employees. No hearing is needed to
conclude that one can be both an employee and a student simultaneously.
The Board in Brown speculated that collective bargaining could interfere with
academic freedom and could affect the relationship between graduate assistants and
faculty members. 342 N.L.R.B. at 489-90. This speculation was not based upon any
evidence in the record or, indeed, on any foundation other than the biases of the Board
majority. The majority admitted that its decision was not based upon "empirical
evidence." 342 N.L.R.B. at 493. Therefore, there is no need for a hearing to reject the
unsupported speculation about harm that can result from collective bargaining by
student employees.
The major factual conclusion drawn by the Board was that graduate assistants at
Brown were "primarily students." 342 N.L.R.B. at 492. This conclusion is significant
only if one accepts the premise that there is some inconsistency between being a
student and being an employee. This false dichotomy between working and learning
was forcefully rejected by the Board in Boston Medical and in St. Barnabas, and it is
inconsistent with decades of case law finding apprentices to be employees. One can be
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both a student and employee. The one need not detract from the other. Therefore,
there is no need to create a record for the purpose of balancing employee status
against educational status.
Moreover, a record already exists regarding the student employees at issue in
this case. The record in Case No. 2-RC-22358 addressed the nature and extent of the
Employer's operations. That record describes the Employer's locations and the interrelationship between operations at those locations. The regional director made findings
regarding the academic requirements for students at Columbia, the work performed by
graduate assistants, and the inter-relationship between the two. That hearing dealt
extensively with the terms and conditions under which graduate assistants perform their
duties. While there may have been changes over the past 13 years, and the parties
may argue for modifications to the precise parameters of the unit found appropriate by
the regional director in Case No. 2-RC-22358, the evidence necessary for a
determination as to the employee status of graduate assistants at Columbia is already
available to the Board.
In summary, the legal principles are clear. There is no basis in statutory
language, precedent, or logic for holding that graduate assistants are not employees
merely because they are also students. There is no need for a hearing to address what
is a pure legal issue. Moreover, a record has already been created regarding
Columbia's operations and the terms and conditions of employment of its graduate
assistants. Granting review and remanding the case for a hearing, without addressing
the continuing viability of Brown will only result in unnecessary delay. If this case is
remanded without overruling Brown, a lengthy hearing will be followed by another
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dismissal and another request for review. It is unclear, after Brown, what evidence
would be relevant to the question of whether these student employees have the right to
organize, but the track record of litigation by major universities leaves little doubt that an
effort will be made to ensure that the litigation is protracted. If the Regional Director
again dismisses this petition, the employees will have to wait for the Board to grant
review, reconsider Brown, and finally make a decision. Student employees at Columbia
have been seeking to have the NLRB conduct an election since 2001.2 Brown has
stood as an obstacle to these employees for more 14 years. The Employer should not
be permitted to use it as a vehicle to frustrate the rights of these employees any longer.
V.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, there is little doubt that there are "compelling reasons" to

reconsider the Brown precedent. The Board has repeatedly held that Brown should be
reconsidered, and that decision cannot be justified on the basis of the statute, precedent
or logic. The real question is whether the Board should overrule Brown before a
hearing is held in this case. We have tried to demonstrate that Brown is a continuing
obstacle to attempts by student employees to organize under the NLRA. The Board
needs to find the most expeditious and efficient means to remove an obstacle to
effectuating the policies of the Act. If the Board is not prepared to reverse Brown on the
basis of the law, without a hearing first being held, then the Board should grant review
and remand expeditiously, so that a hearing can be held before Columbia begins its
summer break. A hearing over the summer might greatly inconvenience witnesses,
particularly representatives of the Employer, forcing them to appear and give testimony

2

The specific employees have changed over the years, but student employees at Columbia first petitioned
for representation in 2001.
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during a period when they customarily would be traveling for academic purposes. If
Brown is not overruled at this stage in the proceedings, then such a hearing will be
followed by another dismissal and another request for review seeking reconsideration of
the Brown precedent. Therefore, if the Boad is not prepared to issue a decision
overruling Brown, then this case needs to be remanded to the Regional Director
straightaway.
On the other hand, a decision overruling Brown now will enable these employees
to exercise their rights much more expeditiously. A record can still be made, but the
employees would not have to await another decision by the Board before being afforded
an opportunity to vote. If the Regional Director is freed of the constraints to follow
Brown, then she would be free to direct an election after the hearing is held in a unit that
she finds to be appropriate on the basis of the record. Therefore, a decision overruling
Brown is the best vehicle to effectuate the policies of the Act.

RESPECTFU

homas W. Meiklejohn (ct08755)
Livingston, Adler, Pulda,
Meiklejohn & Kelly, P.C.
557 Prospect Avenue
Hartford, CT 06105-2922
Phone: (860) 233-9821
Fax: (860) 232-7818
E-mail: twmeiklejohn@lapm.orq
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Bernard Plum, Esq.
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New York, NY 10036-8299
Karen P. Fernback, Regional Director
National Labor Relations Board, Region 2
26 Federal Plaza, Room 3614
New York, NY 10278

../Thomas'IN. Meiklejohn
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I

A

—UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
.BEFORE THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
" REGION 2

THE TRUSTEES OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY IN
THE CITY OF NEW YORK . .
Employer .

and

Case No. 2-RC-22358

INTERNATIONAL UNION, UNITED AUTOMOBILE, .
AEROSPACE AND AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT
WORKERS OF AMERICA, UAW, AFL-CIO

Petitioner
DECISION AND DIRECTION OF ELECTION
Upon a petition duly filed under Section 9(c) of the National Labor Relations Act, as
amended, a hearing on the above-captioned petition was held before Rhonda Gottlieb, a
Hearing Officer of the National Labor Relations Board.. Pursuant to the provisions of Section
3(b) of the Act, the Board has delegated its powers in connection with this case to the
undersigned Regional Director.
Upon the entire record in this proceeding: I find that
1. The Hearing Officers rulings made at the hearing are free from prejudiCial error and
are hereby affirmed.
2_ The parties stipulated, and I find, that The Trustees of Columbia University in the City
of New York (the "Employer or "Columbia"), a not-for-profit corporation, with its campus located
in New York, New York, is an institution of higher education. Annually, in the course and
conduct of its operations, the Employer derives gross revenues in excess of $1 million and

1

r•

Briefs were filed bythe Employer and the Petitioner and have been duly considered_
•
.
•
1

•

:

.

'

purchases and receives at its New York, New York facility goods and supplies valued in excess
of $50,000, directly from suppliers located outside the State of New York.

3. The parties stipulated, and I find, that the International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America, UAW, AFL-CIO (the *Petitioner' or
the 'Union"), is a labor organization within the meaning of Section 2(5) of the Act.
4. A question affecting commerce exists concerning the representation of certain
employees of the Employer within the meaning of Section 9(c) and Section 2(6) and (7) of the
Act.
5. The Petitioner seeks in its petition, as amended at the hearing,2 to represent
employees in the following unit: --stucletit-employees>who,peffo‘rinstructionatserviCeaS..
,teaching,assistantsrteachingfellopreceptorseinstructors;xlistening-assistants'COLlrse

ssistants,,Teaders and2graders,(hereinafteNeferred,tocollectivelyasAV) on the Employe4
,Morningside'Height.vcaMptit

é IdihgtIthë errit516Yeetl The Employer asserts that the

petition should be dismissed because TA's are not employees 'Within the Meaning of Section
2(3) of the Act. The Employer asserts further that if I find that TA's are employees under the
Act, I must also find that the Employer's graduate research assistants C'GRA'sw), who are not
included in the petition, are employees and that the petitioned-for unit is inappropriate because
it excludes the GSA's. In response to this, theliiiiónargues-thatamnitlimited,to-instnictional
employegsjs..approptiate,ancialternatively-,01hat,GRKs.,arenotemployees. In the event that I
was to conclude that it would be inappropriate to exclude GRA's from the petitioned-for unit, the

Petitioner would argue that other non-instructional employees, the Employer's Departmental
Research Assistants ("DRA'sn), Program Assistants and Service Fellows, should also be part of
the unit. The Employer argues that some of these positions are being phased out and others .
2

The petition, as originally tiled sought an election in a unit comprised of "AU Teaching Assistants,
Research Assistants, Graduate employees employed as Instructors and Preceptors employed by •
Columbia University,* excluding, 141 .other employees, Research Assistants who are not employees

2

should be specifically excluded because they are temporary. Contrary to the Union, the
•
•
Employer contends that undergraduate students serving as TA's should not be included in the • .
unit, because they are not employees or because they do not share a sufficient community of
interest With the unit and are temporary employees.-Imaddition, the Employerarguei thata.unit .
iffartkiesnorinctude-- TA'sancfGRA's,atall-otlhe,Employer's,campuses andlesearch,facilities'---in-theNeWYOrk"frieticiPrifitari aiiiieinappropriate. The Employer contends •that the inclusion . •
of students appointed to what it contends to be temporary positions in Columbia's School of the
Arts Film Division, Law School, School of International and Public Affairs, or Summer Session
and Summer Program for High School Students, would also be inappropriate. The Petitioner will
proceed to an election in any unit found appropriate herein?
The Employer, one the nation's oldest private institutions of higher education, is located
in the New York metropolitan area. itsinainrcampusis- locatedin-Momingside--,HeightSIthe
"Mor3ingside,Heights,cempueyin,Manhattantetw.een41V' Streetand -120RL,Streetalong=-,Broadwar-Columbia-altb-hat-aliealthrSciences-campusi-located

-in-Washington-Heig.hts..g„,.

46e-Streetand-Fort•Washington-Avenue;-and researokfacili4s jri„RalisacleS, Reve(0-115-(t11Pttamont-DohertrObserVatatrYand4rvingtort,,NewNorklthe

!Nevis -Laboratories"). Columbia

has an enrollment of between 2-04-6004nd.:22:1:00Utiidentst During1hezsprifig,2001"gertietter
roughlyA20astudentsserved,in--TA..positions,,eboutOastudentsserved-irkGRA-or-DRAk,
,positionspanthbehveen100:150,studentsservedinadrninistratiVe;. •cler1catancliortechnical„_,
positionsAor4e4Jniversity,4

within the meaning of the National Labor Relations Act, all employees at the medical and dental
schools, Lamont and Nevis Laboratories and guards and supervisors as defined by the Act."
3 The University has changed the titles of many of its student assistant positions effective as of the
2001- 2002 academic year. It appears that students previously classified as TA's, readers, graders,
and some students who were classified as preceptors, have been renamed 'teaching fellows." The
title 'preceptor is now employed for students serving in Contemporary Civilizations and Literature
Humanities courses. References to University titles in this Decision:, except where otherwise defined,
in place when the
will be to the titles used prier to the 2001-2002 academic `Year, as those titles

instant petition. was filed arid seryi iefirenbis throUghout most of the record.
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Columbia is governed by a 24-member Board of Trustees, which is respciiisble for the •
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•

^

•
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overall management of the University. The President of Columbia University is hired by the
Board of Trustees, serves as the University's chief executive officer, and is responsible for
Columbia's administrative and academic affairs. The Provost and Dean of Faculties (the
•—
-"Provost") is Columbia's chief academic officer. Academitsally,,the.University,hasAlareemain.—
.
..
. •
oareas:-,AlieSchootvf-Arts and Sciences {which_ accountsc-for,about-halfvf4olumbies-student•

.

body)pthe+iselthAcivraPes.;,,,andlhe,,p.roté.ssionas.choolsAthe,araduatelSdrool,offiusinessAhe
-SchookofArchitectureAte
ff.44:.4FP.Mr1CIP:tigrlActil.P_Qt.PtEngineering,-and;Applied-Sciencevlhe.•
.
.
. viheSchooLofPianningEandPreservationvandibe
. tof taw
SdhooPet---Joumalismy--theSchoo
v,,SchoototZociaLVVioricy-A number of the schools that fall within these three main academic

areas are further broken down into departments and academic programs. The heads of each of
these primary academic areas, the Vice President for Arts and Sciences, the Vice President of
Health Sciences, and the Deans of the professional schools, all report to the Provost. The Vice
President of Arts and Sciences also oversees a number of Schools that do not report directly to
the Provost. These include the School of the Arts, Columbia College, the Division of Continuing
Education and Special Programs, the School of General Studies, the School of International and
Public Affairs ("SIPA"), and the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences ("GSAS"). The Vice
President for Health Sciences is also responsible for a number of Schools that do not report
directly to the Provost These are the College of Physicians and Surgeons (Columbia's Medical
School), the School of Dentistry and Oral Surgery, the School of Nursing, and the Joseph P.
Mailman School of Public Health ("SPH"). Columbia also has a University Senate, which is
composed of faculty, administration, and student representatives. The University Senate is
primarily an advisory body, and issues relating to educational policies, physical development
budget, and the University's external relations are within the Senate's puMev?. In regard to the
•." . . •
University budget, individual schools develop a budget each yea r with the assistance of the
•

•

•
4

Executive Vice President for Finance. The individual budgets must ultimately be approved by
the Board cif Trustee's.
Columbia offers a number of degrees, including undergraduate degrees from Columbia ...
College, a variety of professional degrees from the professional schools, the Master of Arts
("MA*), Master of Philosophy (M.Phil.), and the Ph.D. In general, doctoral students are awarded
the M.Phil. degree before completion of the requirements that lead to the award of the Ph.D.
Ph.D. programs are offered exclusively through GSAS, irrespective of whether a
program sits in the School of Arts and Sciences. For example, Ph.D. programs that sit in the
Health Sciences Campus in Basic Sciences departments, such as Anatomy and Cell Biology,
and Physiology and Cellular Biophysics, are awarded and administered by the GSAS; and these
students attend GSAS graduations, not Health Sciences graduations. In total, there are 59
Ph.D. programs offered at the University, with 25 of those programs based in the School of Arts
and Sciences departments, and the other 33 Ph.D. programs sitting in the other Schools. The
GSAS establishes the minimum requirements that students must meet in order to earn the
Ph.D. degree, although individual departments exert influence over Ph.D. programs within the
parameters set by the GSAS. In many cases applications to Ph.D. programs are made directly
to the GSAS, but after reviewing the applications and selecting suitable applicants, the GSAS
forwards applications to Ph.D. programs to individual departments for further scrutiny and
selection. Generally, doctoral students must successfully complete required course work, then
pass one or two rounds of qualifying exams, written and/or oral. At this point in their academic
program, Columbia's doctoral students are awarded their M.Phil. degree and begin the research
phase of the program, which culminates in a dissertation. After the successful defense and
completion of the dissertation, a doctoral student is eligible for the award of the Ph.D. degree.

_.
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TEAcHikalcifti:SERViCiAtaitiktritistrS:
The Columbia Universal; Bulletin of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences rGSAS
Bulletin states that "[ail! degree candidates are required to participate in the instructional and
research activities of the Graduate School during a portion of their time in residence.
Requirements may vary in degree from department to department' Gillian Lindt,,the interira
Dean-of-GSAS-until the-fall-Of 2001-,1estified-that the-GSA-S-wide teaching-requirementwentinto
:effect-in- 1985---1 986" btitWat-ritt enfc rcedbecause not enough•-teaching opportunities were, ,
vailable,for,all-GSA&stuctents. Dean Lindt stated that Columbia could deny the award of a
Ph.D. to students who have not performed instructional activities, but acknowledged that Ph.D.
degrees have been awarded since that time to students who performed no such service. The
record establishes that shoe 1997, 508 of 1,139 students who received doctoral degrees (474
of them receiving Ph.D.'s) were never appointed to instructional positions in the University.'
During the 1999-2000 academic year, ninety-two percent of students awarded Ph.D's taught
during their graduate education at Columbia.
New requirements for the award of a Ph.D. must be approved by the GSAS's Dean and
Executive Committee. Stephen Rittenberg, Vice Provost for Academic Administration, testified
that any changes in degree requirements made by the GSAS's Executive Committee would be
recorded in writing. However, other than the guidelines adopted in Apni 2000, discussed below,
,..,,there,is,,noavidence.44„1,4*.er.S07wi,cleleaching,requirernentfortherard-of-thedoctoral

Alegreeiapartfromihe,GSAS--bulletin,notedabbVels To the contrary, Dean Lindt testified that .
Columbia could require students to teach only if it provided them with funding_ Additionally, the
Chair of the Physics Department testified that teaching is not a prerequisite for the award of a

`Additionally, approximately 62 students may have held teaching positions that were not recorded in
_
•
the University's Personnel Information System.
5 Columbia was directed by the Hearing Officer to produce any minutes or resolutions regarding

GSAS teaching or research requirements, and was additionally Served a gubixiena seeking
production of resolutions of GSAS's ExequtiveConimittei and/or Faculty Senate or minutes from
meetings of either of these bodies that addressed instructional and research requirements.

•

.
.
Ph.D. The Music Department Chair stated that there is no formal academic teaching
requirement for any degree offered through the Music Department, that such a requirement is
connected to funding and that a student who was independently wealthy and refused funding
and did not teach could still be awarded a Ph.D. The Chair of the Art History Department

••

testified that although teaching was part of the culture of the Art History bepartment, it was not
an academic requirement. When asked whether a teething requirement would apply to
someone who did not accept University funding, the Political Science Department Chair did not
know the answer to the question, and responded only that all students were currently funded.
&-Oolcirribials-rnociing-tdweidt
a lull-funding„model for GSAS-students;'rekbetting to -provide_five:years- of-full-funding to 90 percent,of the209Zin_CoPliP.9.49.4.Pral,-Studentclass. The
Enhancement Plan, (also known as the "Macagno Plan") established in May 1997 by formerGSAS dean, Eduardo Macagno, recognized that there was 'a comparatively large enrollment at
Columbia in the Humanities and Social Sciences, with a lower ratio of funded to unfunded
.
._
students than at comparable universities, higher than acceptable attrition and a prolonged timeto-degree.' Under the Enhancement Plan, Columbiaexpects,to,guarantee fiveyeateafdll
Itifiding'tci,•-90:pertent'britie2002'academic-year'sincomihg'GSAS'Sttitéliti,Vittilunding
provided beginning in

Pag,§g.c.onclitear,fortheleffitihitifibliereiliriitifild6-----1-kinding takes

the form of stitleite-Stittentshipsand,prellowships. In general, ascarcondition-ofmceiving
fiindingrstudents-are Tequiredloperform-servicestor-the.Universityas a=studentassistantfor
three,yearsT., Thecstudentassistantshipxam-taketnelorrn,oftheTk7GRA;-tr-DRA-position.
The other two years of the five years of University-provided funding take the form of fellowship
and entail no service requirement This funding goal has been arrived at incrementally. For
instance, only 83 percent of GSAS's Humanities and Social Science students received full
funding last academic year. The Enhancement Plan discussed teaching by graduate students,
noting that Iwitien graduate Students serve as tea,fiing-iiiis-fints or pi.
.: ceptors., 'three •
"

-

.

purposes areserved: undergra*duate instruction, graduate financial aid, and the training and

7
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education of the graduate students themselves? The Enhancement Plan then "offeried] the
following proposals for discussion: 1. No student that obtains a Ph.D. in Arts and Sciences
Departments should do so without at least 2 years of supervised teaching at Columbia. 2.
Ideally, Ph.D. students in the Humanities and Social Sciences should teach for three years, in a
progression that involves increasing independence and responsibility..."
Pursuant to these proposals, in April 2000, the GSAS Executive Committee approved a
resolution requiring each GSAS department to create teaching guidelines. Such teaching
guidelines (the "new teaching guidelines") have been adopted in the Slavic Languages,
.
.
.
Religion, Physics, Middle Eastern and Asian Languages and Culture, Germanic Languages,
French and Romance Philology, History, Political Science, English and Comparative Literature,
Economics, Classics, Biological Sciences, Astronomy, Mathematics and Psychology
Departments, and state 'Fin fulfillment of the requirements for the M.Phil. degree, all students
must gain teaching experience as part of their graduate training.'6 GSAS Assistant Dean
Margaret Edsall testified that all GSAS departments are required to adopt the new teaching
guidelines. PhD. candidates in the History Department received the new teaching guidelines at
the beginning of the Fall 2001 semester. As of the time the hearing was conducted in this
matter, these guidelines had not been distributed to students in other departments within GSAS.
According to testimony by Dean Lindt and Assistant Dean Edsall, a number of GSAS
departments had either express or de facto teaching requirements in place prior to the adoption
of the new teaching guidelines. These departments are: Anatomy and Cell Biology, Art History,
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Biological Sciences, Biomedical Engineering,
Chemistry, Classics, Computer Science, Earth and Environmental Science, Ecology and
Environmental Biology; English and Comparative Literature, Mathematics, Medical Informatics,
Music, Psychology, Spanish, and Statistics. There is record testimony, however, that several of
":.

As noted above, Ph.D. candidates are awarded the.M.Phil. degree prior to beginning their
dissertation research.

•.

these departments historically have had no teaching requirement for the award of a Ph.D.
Professor Ann Douglas, of the English and Comparative Literature Department, testified that
there was ho teaching requirement for the award of a Ph.D. in that department She testified
that although most doctoral students in the English and Comparative Literature Department
teach prior to the award of their degrees, these students serve as TA's as a condition of their
University funding, not because of an academic requirement. Professor Douglas also stated that
a teaching requirement for the award of a Ph.D. in English and Comparative Literature was not
discussed in departmental meetings, and that she was unaware of GSAS communicating to the
English and Comparative Literature Department that there is such a teaching requirement
Similarly, the Chair of the Classics Department testified that there was no formal teaching
degree requirement in Classics. Professor Foner, a member of the History Department faculty
for roughly twenty years, testified that at no time during his tenure at Columbia has there been
an academic teaching requirement for the award of a Ph.D. in the History Department
Assistant Dean Edsall testified that she did not believe there was a teaching requirement
in the Health Science Campus's Ph.D. programs. Michael O'Connor, Vice Dean for Finance
and Administration in the School of Public ("SPH") testified that there was no teaching
requirement within SPH for the award of any degree. Available TA positions are posted on the
SPH website under 'Student Employment Opportunities." Additionally, there is no evidence of
an academic teaching requirement in the School of the Arts, the School of Business, the School
of International and Public Affairs, the School of Journalism, the School of Law, or the School of
Social Work. In the School of Engineering, there is an academic teaching requirement in only
the Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering Departments, but not in the School's other
departments or programs.

r

In some instances, course credit is granted to TA's. Students in the Art History,

Epidemiology, French, History, Psychology, Medical Informatics, and Spanish Departments, as
. , ,.. .
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well as students in the Law School, are eligible for some form of course credit for service as a
TA.
Students awarded Ph.D's during the three year period ending in the Spring 2000
semester averaged 5.27 semesters of service as TA's, while undergraduates averaged 1.84
.semesters of TA service over the same time period. These figures are reflective of only those
TA's formally appointed in the University's Personnel Information System, and do not reflect
informal appointments, which are also made. In this regard, although Columbia's data states
that 37 undergraduates receiving degrees over those three years held TA appointments, the
• ••• • ••

•• -•

•

-

•
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record establishes that in the Computer Science department alone, 70 undergraduates served
as TA's last semester, and that they may serve in that capacity from one up to five semesters.

IINSMAICROMALROSTEIPNS:
The,Universityrelies'heavilyon-TA's for providitig'ihttruclitin:particillailkiriihe folio
. "sfreshman Engiishclass)
Ar4g9raMpate.p,Rures,„.Logicaricl Rhetoric.(Colurnbia
aititerdiary"-Civilizations, Literature Humanities, Art Humanities, Music ,Humanities,- and g
-,I,OreignJanguage. These courses form Columbia's renowned Core Curriculum, although there
was conflicting evidence in regard to whether foreign languages and Logic and Rhetoric are
considered part of the Core Curriculum. The record also establishes that the number of TA's
needed for teaching these courses is largely a function of undergraduate enrollment, because
the University strives to keep class sizes at no more than 22 students in order to foster the
intellectual relationships between instructors and students. TA's teach 95 percent of Logic and
Rhetoric classes, 80-90 percent of Art Humanities classes, 75 percent of Music Humanities
classes, 40 percent of Contemporary Civilizations and Literature Humanities classes, at least 90
percent of introductory French classes, at least 50 percent of introductory Spanish classes, and
60 percent of language classes in the Classics departMent

10
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Staffing needs based on course enrollment largely drive TA assignments in other
courses as well. In a memo sent to GSAS departments concerning teaching appointments for
the current academic year, Dean Lindt directed that graduate student funding allocations to
departments were to be used first for covering the departments' teaching needs with the use of
. TA's,

while any remainder could be used to fund non-teaching dissertation fellowships. The

record contains evidence that TA assignments are controlled by a department's teaching needs
in the following departments: American Studies, Art History, Biostatistics, Classics, Chemistry,
Computer Science, Earth and Environmental Sciences, Germanic Languages, History,
Mathematics, Middle Eastern and Asian Languages and Cultures, Physics, Political Science,
Psychology, Religion, and Statistics_

TAV- iVelrra-variety_ofeapacities, in some cases serving as the instructor of record.
Columbia's TA Teaching Manual states that some TA's 'teach courses on their own" and that in
such a role, a TA's "duties are closest to those of a faculty member" and that the TA is
"responsible for all aspects of teaching a course." During the Spring 2001 semester, TA's
served as the instructor of record for 15.6 percent of all courses in the School of Arts and
Sciences and 8.2 percent of all courses taught in the University as a whole. TA's also serve as
leaders of laboratory sections in science classes with large enrollments of students, and as
discussion section leaders in large non-science classes. In classes that do not have discussion
or laboratory sections, TA's may be assigned to assist faculty in other respects. Depending on
the department and a TA's year in an academic program, their title may be any of the following:
teaching assistant, teaching fellow, preceptor, instructor, listening assistant, course assistant,
reader or grader.
Whether serving as the instructor of record, leader of a lab or discussion Section, or
assisting a faculty member in a lecture class, the TA's' duties and responsibilities include:
grading, designing and/or assisting in the design of exams, preparing course materials and/or
. .
quizzes and assignments, writing letters of recommendation for students, reporting students
•

.'

having academic problems to the applicable undergraduate program, proctoring exams,
lecturing portions of a class, tutoring, holding office hours, substituting for a faculty member who
is absent, maintaining course web sites, attending staff meetings, assisting with syllabus
preparation, ordering textbooks, photocopying reading assignments, and placing reading
assignments on reserve in Columbia's libraries.
VriftTeed-Wetied*ItfttColumbia are also appointed to TA positions in the
University. Undergraduate TA' $ serve primarily in undergraduate classes and in graduate level
classes in the Computer Science Department. The demand for undergraduates to serve as
TA's bears a relationship to the available supply of graduate student TA's. For example,
Psychology Department Chair, Professor Hood, stated that undergraduate TA's are used in the
Psychology Department because the demand for TA's in that department is greater than the
supply of graduate-level TA's. He testified further that a greater number of undergraduate TA's
would be used in the Psychology Department if the supply of graduate-level TA's was smaller.
Undergraduate TA's lead discussion and laboratory section's., hold office hours, grade,
tutor, and maintain course web sites. Undergraduate TA's do not, however, serve as the
instuctor of record. Daniel Kestin, a former undergraduate in the Computer Science
Department who served as an undergraduate TA for 5 semesters, testified that he served as a
Head TA in the Computer Science Department, supervising all other TA's in the department.
Although it was his understanding that undergraduates could serve as Head TA even when
other TA's assigned to a course were graduate students, he could point to no such instance.
Kestn testified that he did not, however, play any role in selecting TA's, and that final
supervisory authority lay with the faculty member in charge of TA's in the department
Professor McKeown, Chair of the Computer Science Department, testified that undergraduate
TA's in the Computer Science Department do not serve as instructor of record, substitute for
professors who are absent, and usually are assigned to lower-level courses than are graduate
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student TA's. Kestin, on the other hand, testified that the duties of undergraduate and graduate 2.
TA's were the same.
Undergraduate TA's are often selected to serve in instruction positions after
demonstrating outstanding academic success in a particular course. TA service is not an
undergraduate degree requirement at Columbia, and undergraduates receive no academic
credit for serving as TA's. In regard to grievances TA's may have with the University, graduate
student TA's are free to formally file grievances in regard to their TA service, while
undergraduate TA's are not.
TA's in the k.aï---theitiFhave different classifications depending on whether or not they
have attained their JD degree. TA's with a JD who are enrolled in post-JD programs are
selected by the University as preceptors for two-year appointments and are referred to in the
Law School as Law Associates. The TA's who are candidates for the JD degree are known as
Teaching Fellows. Both classifications have duties that overlap those of the GSAS TA's, as they
lead discussion sections, grade, and prepare course materials. Law Associates also serve as
instructor of record for legal writing and research classes. Teaching Fellows are erigible to serve
only after the first year of their program, and they are, for the most part, appointed for one
semester only.
OBLiittritMartiO'riat anchPublicAraikhas two instructional positions, Teaching
Assistant and Course Assistant. The duties of WA's TA's and Course Assistants include many
of those stated above in regard to the University's TA's as a whole, such as holding office hours,
putting course readings on library reserve, and providing tutorial sessions. SIPA's TA's and
Course Assista nts are pursuing masters' degrees, not Ph.D.s, and generally are students for
two years. Roughly half of SIPA's TA's and Course Assistants are appointed in their positions
for one semester, and the rest are appointed for an additional semester.
Graduate students also serve as Instructors .and TA's in GolunibiesmiinerSession
P,tograms. In its description of the summer program the University states, "the Summer Session
:
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carries on the academic mission of Columbia during the summer months." Both undergraduate
and graduate students may enroll in Summer Session programs. Columbia also offers a
program for high school students in the Summer Session. In the summer of 2001, Columbia
graduate students serving as Summer Session instructors made up about a third of the Summer
Session faculty and served as the instructor of record in the courses they taught Although not
serving as instructor of record, another 41 Columbia graduate students served as TA's. Summer
Session TA's' duties include running discussion sections, serving as laboratory assistants,
grading, holding office hours, and providing tutoring. While subject to more supervision and less
likely to be required to design a course syllabus, Summer Session instructors share the same
duties as other Summer Session faculty. Appointments in the summer programs last from 5-12
weeks, and a large majority of instructors and TA's in the summer programs serve for only one
summer.
Columbia considers ftidentetqualificafts in appointing them to TA positions in the
Core Curriculum classes, Contemporary Civilizations, Literature Humanities, Music Humanities,
and Logic and Rhetoric, and in appointments to a variety of departments in the School of Arts
and Sciences, including Classics, Economics, French, Physics, Political Science, and
Psychology. Students' qualifications to serve as TA's are also considered in schools outside of
Arts and Sciences, such as in the School of Architecture, the School of the Arts, and the Law
School.
Columbia trains TA's to ensure that they can adequately perform their duties. In this
regard, a number of departments, including Chemistry, French, Mathematics, Political Science,
Psychology, Spanish and Portuguese, have teaching courses or training sessions. And the
Logic and Rhetoric course provides a "Teaching Practicum" to ensure that its TA's provide the
course's undergraduates with competent instruction.
7:::2K.S4ours of work can vary depending on the nature of their of their assignments. Most
perform services an average of 15 hours a week Some TA's, particularly those serving as
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instructors of record, may work up to 40 hours a week. Others may perform less than 10 hours
of services a week. •
Columbia appoints TA's as officers of the University, and,1131—sarnepersornellQUAJAkal
-areruted-fortaafillythernbers -are

used forTA's. TA's are described in Columbia's Faculty

. Handbook (the "Faculty Handbook") as student officers. The Faculty Handbook states that
"[s]tudent officers are paid monthly over the period of their appointment, in the manner of other
part time officers of the University(]" and the University's Financial Aid Handbook states that
Ip]ayments
with teaching and research appointments are considered wages, and as
. associated
.
such a W-2 form from the University will be issued to each student who has received a
fellowship in the form of a salary.' Accordingly, Columbia's Payroll Department issues TA-tea
portionpf theirstipend in monthly salary checks with-payroll taxes withheld and the rest as a
iump sum payment-in the beginning of the semestefr-Irosemesters in which they serve as TA's,
students are required to submit VV-4 forms. During semesters in which-students are not serving'
as,TA's, they- receive all-of the funding for thatperiod as a lump sum payment at the beginning
'Of a given -semester%
Columbia asserts that the stipends and tuition and fee remission are financial aid, not
compensation for services, pointing out that students receive the same stipend and tuition arid
fee remission totals whether or not they serve as a TA in a given semester. In this regard Dean
Lindt testified that the "major effort" of the Enhancement Plan "was to make sure that students
shouldn't be dependent upon whatever portion [of their stipend] happened to be tied to a
particular teaching appointment they received." In regard to how Columbia arrives at funding
levels, Dean Lindt and Vice President Cohen testified that Columbia is guided by the level of
graduate student funding offered by Columbia's competitors, primarily, Harvard, Princeton, Yale,
the University of Chicago, and Cornell. The record indicates that it costs thaUniversity over
$40,000 per year to fund a graduate student TA, while an adjunct, who may already possess a
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doctoral degree and have prior teaching experience, would be paid approximately $5,000 per
course.
GSAS students in the Basic Sciences departments at the Health Sciences Campus
receive the largest stipend, about $22,000 for a 12-month period, up to $27,000 in tuition
remission, reimbursement for health insurance fees and the student activity fee, while students
in the Biology Department on the Momingside Heights Campus receive about the same. The
remaining GSAS students receive a smaller stipend of $15,000-$18,000 a year with tuition and
fee remission. TA's in SIPA receive full tuition and health insurance remission in addition to a
stipend of $2,900 - $3,100 per semester. Course Assistants in SIPA receive $5,000 as salary Or
to offset tuition. Federal hswork study" funds are used to support students who are eligible for
them in SIPA. In the Law School, Law Associates receive tuition remission for one semester
per year, as well as an annual spend of $34,752. Teaching Fellows who are eligible are paid
with work study funds. In the School of the Arts' Film Division, TA's in the second year of the
program receive tuition remission of $4,300 and a $1,300 stipend. In the third year of the
program, Film Division TA's receive $2,000 as a stipend. The School of Architecture's
Department of Urban Planning TA's receive tuition remission and a $4,000 spend. Computer
Science Department TA's receive tuition remission and upwards of $2,000 in stipend, with
stipend amount varying depending on whether the TA is a graduate or undergraduate, whether
the TA is a Head TA, and whether the TA appointment is one required by that department
Undergraduates serving as TA's in the School of Arts and Sciences receive from $600 to $2,500
in stipend without tuition or health fee remission. Undergraduates are sometimes appointed
informally and are paid through the college payroll, or with work study funds.
Columbia's Faculty Handbook states that all services performed by Columbia's student
officers are provided "under the direction and supervision of an officer of higher rank." Although
?TA

are'generally-not-subjetradittipline-ordischarge, Dean Lindt testified that a student
.:; :1--.
.1 •
'
-.-

performing inadequately as a TA could be removed by the University, although not necessarily
'

•
•"n
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expelled. The University's TA Teaching Manual describes a TA 'as both student and teacher

and admonishes TA's to maintain a 'detached professionalpsmj." Individual departments offer •
similar words of advice to their TA's. For instance, the Economics Department informs TA's that
they 'should understand quite positively that this is not merely a financial aid position.
Accompanying this position are professional responsibilities.'

RESEARCH POSITIONS:
Vice President of the School of Arts and Sciences Cohen testified that research is
central to Columbia's institutional mission. The University's4.30.amillion-infacultyresearch
Ag'rantra'dddLTnttlor'-fddgfilSil'5'percent,of-Columbia's-annuaFbudget Columbia's GRA's
perform research and research-related services. Generally, GRA's perform such work under

research grants from sources outside of the University. 4/kost----researetrgrantworicaretiltffribit4,',
isjp:.:the-Nattllgttré?fOES'derriii'élarr;rr'aficNid'élièigfïtS'"'a'rid'tFfg'Bagettié'tioes.
departments based on4he.,Health,SciencesZampus;:anch.4adtdrdegISiritibit'GittWaregt'5,te„stud.entsinthose'departtnents:-*Typically, faculty members submit grant applications
on behalf of the University to a federal funding entity, in many cases the National Institutes of
Health ("NIH") or National Science Foundation ("NSF"), listing themselves as the "principal
investigator-Is" of the research project. Grant applications are made to private funding sources
as well, but the record indicates that most of Columbia's research grants are federally funded.
Typically, the application contains an itemized budget for the project and makes specific
requests for funding of personnel, such as GRA's, technicians and support staff, who will work
on the research project In this itemized budget, GRA stipends are listed under "salary," while
reimbursement for GRA tuition is listed under "other expenses. The application describes the
nature and goals of the research, as well as the time frame for completion. Often, an
application will list proposed GRA's by name and specifically describe the work they will do.
.. • .. • . .
The GRA's resume or biographical sketch may sometimes be included with the application.
•
••
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Within the University, the personnel under a research grant are often referred to ass research
. .
team, end GRA's will generally choose the professor associated with their research team to
serve as one of their dissertation sponsors. If a grant application is successful, Columbia
receives remuneration from the funding entity for completion of the Proposed research project
Where a funding entity pays an amount for a GRA's salary that is less than a given
department's funding levels, the University pays the difference to ensure uniform departmental
funding of GRA's.
Once Columbia has been awarded a grant, it takes on certain contractual obligations.
According to NIH's Grants Policy Statement. Part II: Terms and Conditions of NIH Grant
Awards. which governs most grants in the University's Natural and Health Sciences
departments, services rendered by a GRA must not only be geared towards the goals of the
grant, they must be necessary to the grant. Golurnkia",s,Exewtive DirectOrof_th.e-Officeof
Ex* _and, rants,testified that_charginga grant for, thetultian _or stipend of ,astudent not
. ....__.
performing-services-in furtherance of the_grant would violate the 'basic-principles" under which
wants are'administered:
t.Servicet'proVided--by'GRA'sare necessary tafutfilling the goals-of grant-funded°,re_search projects:1h addition, GRA's perform research and other services under grants that
may be unrelated to their dissertation research For instance, Professor Donald Hood, the
principal investigator of an NIH grant concerning retinal disease, testified that GRA Xian Zhang
joined this research project as a first year Ph.D. student, and that as Zhang progressed in his
studies, he was given greater responsibilities for the project, designing programs for the
analysis of collected data.

--

-

prpfeig-6-?--Hood stated that hesupérvi-Ses'ZharfOrtatailytasis

apptessignstirwspdafiCtasks to perform, such as calibratinglie computerequipmentused4or
peproject,While acknowledging that some of the tasks Zhang has performed may ultimately
.
be useful in regard to his dissertation research, Profeisor
Hood
also
testified
that
many
tasks
, ....
.
,t. ,:- ; • : - ' -: --:- '
- - ' --•...• '.. • ::-',i.T. • .7. - -7.:-.'+::1•,%. ';
Zhang has performed under the grant "will certainly not be applicable" to Zhang's dissertation.
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Similarly, Professor Steven Kahn, the principal investigator of a research project funded by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration CNASA'), entitled "Science and Calibration
Support for the Reflecting Grade Spectrometer on the X-Ray Multi-Mirror Mission", testified that
the grant has required GRA's Jean Cottam, Joshua SpOdek, John Peterson, Peter Leutenegger,

and Masao Sako, to perform specific tasks such as calibrating instrumenti used for research,
data analysis, and interpretation of astrophysical observations. Professor Kahn testified that
each of these tasks was necessary to the goals of the research project and the GRA's
successful completion of these tasks has assisted Kahn in securing other grants. Qeftain:-„of-,the
services performed• by the GRA'4. 9R this research-project were• unrelated to their dissertation

„research, although Professor Kahn stated that such services "would be good for the student'
q,ctucationally,n In this vein, Cinque Soto, a third year Ph.D. student in the Biochemistry and
Molecular Biophysics Department worked as a GRA on a research project funded by NSF that
involved the rapid computational analysis of biological function with the aim of developing
software tools and databases to study proteins and nuc.leic acids. Nofessor,Barry-Honiw-the

-principal investigatOrbr tfie-pri5jea,' téttifiéd- th at S'atC. Pertoinied'attignedlasks-underhis,
cpritroland,direction,which werenecessarylorthe Complétitirr of-the project; ,irrespettiV6tif'
whether, they .wijI ad yarige Solo',sdissertation. rase arbh.
f;Phus-,'whilelhe,
services performed-by-the GRA's help to -dolelorSkillS aridiechniques

tbat,will-prepare-the -them -for,their-dissertatibeffeSb'iié

VrierViee-ittiat are

necessary for-the University-to-fulfill -its obligationswder its -researth-grafiti,ViTh

to-whether,such-services are -related-to the dissertatidtt inadditionMherecord establitheslhat
GRA',.s „receive lundingras zio-the-T-A'srin the form-of stipends andluitiotrahdleeTernission.

OTHER CLASSIFICATIONS:
The Petitioner seeks to include the University's DRA's, the Law School's Research
Assistants, SIPA's Program Assistants, and the School of the Arts' Service Fellows in the unit
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only in the event a unit limited to instructional positions is held to be inappropriate. The
Employer asserts that the DRA's in the Film Division of the School of the Arts are temporary
positions and should be excluded from any bargaining unit The Employer takes no position
with respect to the remaining DRA's. The Employer contends that the Law School's Research
Assistants, SIPA's Program Assistants, and the School of the Arts' Service Fellows are also
temporary positions, and thus should be excluded from any bargaining unit. DRA's are
described by the University as "a full time candidate for a graduate degree in the University who
is appointed annually to assist a department.. in the conduct of research." There is no
evidence in the record to suggest that there is any academic requirement in the University to
serve as a DRA. In fact, GSAS has been phasing out the DRA position over the last several
years. onvslo.AS1..PM,pp.qitjgrtp,.sgmaimirLGSASi-while,,there,are.,about6in-the,FilrrvDivision,
ettheSchoofroftheArts. DRA's are essentially personaltreseardras-sistantsloreolurrtha
members. DRA's duties
include basic library research, intemet research, fact checking, bibliography preparation,
statistical analyseS, photocopying, and mundane tasks such as ordering food and cleaning. In
the Film Division of the School of the Arts, which offers a two-year program of courses followed
by completion of two to three thesis films, DRA's duties also include organizing film screenings,
guest speaker programs, orientations, managing casting files and scheduling auditions. DRA's
work between 5 and 20 hours per week. The qualifications of DRA's are evaluated before their
appointment, and the record establishes the services performed by the DRA's would likely need
to be performed by other individuals if not performed by the DRA's. DRA's generally serve in
that position for no more than 2-3 semesters, and DRA's in the Film Division are appointed for
one semester only The record indicates that it is not uncommon for DRA's to later become
TA's.
• Research Assistants in the Law School, like the Law School TA's, are JD candidates in
three-year programs of study. Research Assistants serve as personal research assistants to
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Columbia's law professors, performing research related tasks. They are -eligible to serve as a
research assistant only after the first year of their...ID program, and are appointed for one
semester at a time. Most of the Law School's Research Assistants do not serve in This position
for more than one semester.
Program Assistants provide administrative and clerical services in SIPA. SIPA students
are not required to serve as Program Assistants, nor do they receive amdemic credit for serving
as Program Assistants. Their duties include running speakers series, organizing retreats,
assisting in publishing newsletters and magazines, writing reports, organizing field trips, panels
and conferences, updating databases and web pages, and general administrative services.
SIPA refers to Program Assistants as staff in internal documents. Like SIPA's TA's and Course
Assistants described above, Program Assistants are pursuing masters' degrees, not Ph.D.s,
and generally are students for two years. About half of the Program Assistants are appointed in
their positions for one semester, and about half are appointed for an additional semester.
School of the Arts Service Fellows primarily provide administrative and technical
services. A Service Fellow position is not a degree requirement, and academic credit is not
granted for such service. The duties of Service Fellows indude: event/meeting/festival
coordination, organizing readings, maintaining the production schedule, serving as Head
Projectionist or Production Coordinator, casting, filing, maintaining databases and web pages,
and other administrative tasks. Qualifications of students are considered in making Service
Fellow appointments. Service Fellow appointments are for one year or one semester at a time.
Service Fellows may serve subsequently as a TA.

UNIVERSITY FACILITIES:
Columbia is located in and around the New York metropolitan area. The University's
Morningsicle+leightsleaMptiVand*IealtivSeiencespusLawbOthlOtateds*Manhattait the
Momingside Heights Campus being situated between 116th.Street and 120th Street along
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6roadwayand the Health Sciences Campus located at about 168Th Street and 'Fort Washington-- Avenue. In addition"; Colurribia!s3,4xorAt-_oh, ,Obseryatoryislocated in P-aGsadesoNew
Aorigrabout-16-miles from Ihe-MorningsicleHeights,CatriptiS;Antrthe'N eVis 1-abotztorieS
v(-C011eetiVeTYItieSeardh faellitietWeleidatedItlinliiigtifirirNeWA'orkgabautV4nilesthmitt
- MOMirigSideHefgrits'taiitas. There is a University-wide computer network and phone system
that connects the Momingside Heights Campus, the Health Sciences Campus, and the research
facilities. Columbia provides students, faculty and employees free use of a shuttle bus service
between the various locations. Students can also travel to the various sites via public

_

transportation.
A large majority of the TA's are based at the Momingside Heights Campus. GRA's are
divided between the campuses and research facilities. Out of the money received by the
University in research grants, 60 percent goes towards grants based on the Health Sciences
Campus, 14 percent goes towards grants based at the Lamont-Doherty Observatory, 13 percent
goes towards grants based at Momingside Heights, and 13 percent goes to grants based at
Nevis Laboratories. Grants are administered at both the Morning-side Heights and Health
Sciences campuses. The academic calendar and holiday schedules of the Health Science and
Morningside Heights campuses differas do health insurance benefits and premiums for
students at the two campuses. Students based at the Health Science Campus are eligible for
housing in that vicinity and are not eligible for housing near the Momingside Heights Campus.
Momingside Heights students, as well as students performing services at the two research
facilities, are offered housing near the Momingside Heights Campus.
Although Columbia's Vice President for Human Resources has labor relations
administration responsibilities for the entire university, there are separate labor relations offices
at each of the campuses and at the Lamont-Doherty Observatory. However, Columbia's Vice
President for Human Resources is responsible for the negotiation and administration of
.
•.. -.: . : . "7 :". .: ': i:::77.- - ;" - 7 '': .. : collective bargaining agreements
. . for the entire University. The Vice President for Human
•: •• . .:
..: f ..:::- •-'
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Resources also has ultimate respon-sibility for the administration of union benefit plans and for
labor relations in regard to employees without union representation. Employment records for
the University are located centrally at the Momingside Heights Campus, although job listings are
posted and hiring is done at the various campuses. Assistant Dean Edsall testified that
.although she has authority for graduate student teaching on the Momingside Heights Campus,
she has no such responsibility for the Health Sciences Campus. The Provost sets stipend and
tuition remission levels for all student assistants centrally, and should a school or program wish
to deviate from this determination, the Provosts approval is required. While there is no collective
bargaining history between the individuals at issue in this petition and the University, there are
11 collective bargaining agreements in effect between Columbia and various unions
representing a variety of the University's employees. One of the 11 contracts covers employees
at more than one campus. Columbia's Director of Labor Relations is responsible for the third
step and appeals to arbitration for all of the University's contract grievances.
The Ph.D. programs in Basic Sciences located at the Health Sciences Campus are
academically similar to the Natural Sciences Ph.D. programs based at Momingside Heights in
that they have similar course and research requirements. Basic Science students have access
to all of Columbia's facilities on the Momingside Heights Campus. Executive Vice Provost Crow
testified that out of a total of about 6,000 grants, more than 50 grants involve research
collaborations involving the Momingside Heights and Health Sciences campuses.
Departments and programs in Momingside Heights' Natural Sciences and Health
Science's Basic Sciences share academic connections. One such example involves the
Department of Biomedical Engineering. The department is based at the Momingside Heights
campus; however, the department chair of Biomedical Engineering has offices at both
campuses and a lab at the Health Sciences Campus. Other Biomedical Engineering faculty
members have labs and/or offices at one or both of the campuses. Students in the Biomedical
Engineering Department take classes at the Momingside Heights and Health Sciences

-. 23 .
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campuses. Some of the Department's courses arico-taught by faculty from both campuses,
.
.
and more than a third of the Biomedical Engineering Department's core fealty, as well as about
75 percent of its affiliated faculty, hold joint appointments in Columbia's Medical School
The Department of Biological Sciences at Momingside Heights also shares some
. connections with Basic Sciences programs at the Health Sciences Campus. There are 21
faculty members from Momingside Heights' Biological Sciences Department and 23 faculty from
.
.
Health Sciences' Basic Sciences faculty from which doctoral students in Biology can select,
when selecting a research team for their dissertation research.
In the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, based at the Health
Sciences Campus, students enroll in elective courses held at Momingside Heights.
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics students also join research teams at Momingside
Heights, have Momingside Heights faculty on their dissertation committees, serve as TA's at
Momingside Heights, and attend seminars on the Momingside Heights campus.
The Medical Informatics Department is based at the Health Sciences Campus; however,
its doctoral candidates are reciuired to take courses in Computer Science that are offered at the
Momingside Heights Campus. There is interchange among Medical Informatics faculty and
Computer Science Department faculty in the form of guest lectures. Medical Informatics
students have chosen faculty based at Momingside Heights as their dissertion advisors.
There are also joint grant-funded research projects involving the Medical Informatics and
Computer Science departments, and these two departments also collaborate in the area of
genetics and genomics through the Genome Center, which is located at the Health Sciences
Campus.
The Health Sciences Campus-based program, Neurobiology and Behavior, is the result
of a merger of Biology, Psychology and Basic Sciences research programs in 1995. Faculty
members from both the Momingside Heights and Health Sciences campuses participate in the
program_ Neurology and Behavior's required courses and labs are located at both the
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Momingside Heights and Health Sciences campuses, while dissertation committees often are
comprised of faculty from both campuses. Many of the program's students, who are based on
the Health Sciences Campus, serve as TA's on the Momingside Heights Campus.
A Center in Computational Biology and Bioinformatics is being established by faculty
.members from the Biochemistry, Genetics, Medical Informatics, and Pharmacology departments
of the Health Sciences Camptis in conjunction with faculty members from the Biology, Applied
Mathematics, Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, and Statistics departments of the
Momingside Heights Campus.
Academic programs in Molecular Biophysics and Vision Sciences are interdisciplinary
programs, involving faculty from both the Momingside Heights and Health Sciences campuses.
Molecular Biophysics students are about evenly split between the Momingside Heights end
Health Sciences campuses, and the program's faculty come from the Chemistry Department at
Momingside Heights and Health Science's Biochemistry Department_ The interdisciplinary
program in Vision Sciences is being created with the support of a recent grant and will include
faculty from the Anatomy, Biochemistry, Genetics, Neurobiology, Nutrition, Pathology, and
Physiology Departments of the Health Sciences Campus, as well as Momingside Heights'
Bioengineering, Biology, Chemistry, and Psychology departments.
Faculty and students from the various campuses and research facilities participate
together in seminars and research clubs. As all of Columbia's Ph.D. programs are governed
and administered by GSAS, doctoral students in the Basic Sciences and Natural Sciences
programs are all subject to GSAS's requirements, and Basic Sciences students participate in
graduation ceremonies with other GSAS students on the Momingside Heights Campus.
The School of Public Health C'SPH") is located on the Health Sciences Campus and
participates in dual degree programs with SIPA, the School of Business, and the School of
Social Work on the Momingside Heights Campus, and dual degree programs with the Health
Sciences-based Medical School, School of Dentistry, and the School of Nursing. Approximately
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10 percent of SPH's enrollment comes from students cross-registering from other schools in the
. University.
The Lamont-Doherty Observatory ("Lamont), located in Palisades, New York, also
shares academic connections with the Momingside Heights and Health Sciences campuses.
•GRA's from the Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences CDEES") perform research services at Lamont A few DEES courses are taught at Lamont, while the bulk of DEES .,
courses, both graduate and undergraduate, are offered at the Momingside Heights Campus.
Most DEES students live near Momingside Heights although some live near Lamont Out of 39
GRA's in DEES, 26 perform their research at Lamont, while the other 13 perform their research
at Momingside Heights. In the Spring 2001 semester, 10 DEES students served as GRA's and
TA's simultaneously, and many DEES students teach at Momingside Heights. Lamont is linked
with either the Momingside Heights Campus or the Health Sciences Campus on approximately
40 multi-campus research projects. One such project is the Environmental Molecular Sciences
Institute located at Lamont, which combines faculty and GRA's from DEES and the Chemistry,
Applied Physics, Electrical Engineering, and Earth and Environmental Engineering Departments
on.Momingside Heights.
The Nevis Laboratories ("Nevis"), which, as stated, is located in Irvington, New York,
also shares academic connections with the Momingside Heights Campus. GRA's from the
Physics Department, which is based on the Momingside Heights Campus, perform researth
Nevis. All Physics Department classes are taught at Momingside Heights, and Momingside
Heights is the location for the Physics Department's weekly seminars and colloquia. Many
Physics students serve as TA's on the Momingside Heights Campus. About 18 of 95 Physics
graduate students are affiliated with research groups that perform research at Nevis, and about
half of these students spend little or no time at Nevis. •
Columbia's Health Science Campus is in close physical proximity to the New York
Presbyterian Hospital, the New York State Psychiatric institute, the Neurological Institute of New
26 .
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. York and the Harkness Eye Institute (the -Medical Center). These facilities are sometimes
referred to collectively as the 'Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center.'' The Health Science
Campus's Basic Sciences students are not considered students in the Medical School and are
not involved with patient care; nor do they perform research or other services in patient care
- areas or attend classes in patient care areas. There is, however, some interrelationship
between the departments and programs located on this campus and the Medical Center. For
example, the Medical Informatics Department provides information services to New York
Presbyterian, and the Department of Pathology states that its mission is to advance the
understanding of the causes of disease, to seek ways to prevent and cure disease, and to serve
our patient population by providing the highest quality diagnostic service.' Additionally, the
Biostatistics Department is affiliated with the Medical Center, and it has offices in New York
Presbyterian Hospital. Both the faculty and students in this department are issued Medical
Center identification cards. Some of the faculty in the Basic Sciences departments hold Joint
appointments in clinical departments or programs as well as in the Medical Center. Additionally,
certain departments at Momingside Heights also have connections to the Medical Center_
Many faculty of the Biomedical Engineering Department, based on the Momingside Heights
Campus, have affiliations with the Medical School.

POSITIONS OF THE PARTIES:
As noted above, the Petitioner seeks a unit comprised of only those employees who
perform instructional services (TA's) on the Employers Momingside Heights Campus, excluding
all other employees. The Petitioner, relying upon New York University, 332 NLRB No. 111
(2000), ("NYU"), contends that the teaching assistants are employees and that a unit comprised

' The

Union asserts that the Health Science CarnpuS's School of Medicine, School of Dentistry, and
School of Public Health are physically connecled to the hospital and institutes. The Employer states
that New York Presbyterian Hospital is adjacent to the Medical School and is legally distinct from
Columbia University, having its own Board of Trustees.
27.
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of instructional employees is an appropriate one underBoard law. In this regard, the Petitiona.••

argues that research aisociates are not employees because that their projects are performed
primarily in furtherance of their dissertation research and do not constitute service to the
University. The Petitioner further contends that the research associates and those teaching
essistants that may be located at the University's other facilities need not be included in the
petitioned unit.
The Employer contends, initially, that the TA's. sought by the Petition are not employees.
Columbia argues that the Board's decision in NYU is not controlling in the instant matter
because, unlike at NYU, teaching is a degree requirement for the vast majority of doctoral
students at the University, graduate students receive academic credit for their teaching service,
and the University provides graduate students with financial aid, rather than compensation for
services rendered. in the event that it is concluded that TA's are employees under the Act,
Columbia would argue that an appropriate unit must also include the GRA's and all graduate
student assistants, other than temporary employees, at the University's two campuses and two
research facilities. The University further asserts that undergraduate TA's should be excluded
from any unit because they are not employees under the Act or alternatively because they do
not share a sufficient community of interest with the unit or are temporary employees.

INSTRUCTIONAL POSITIONS:
The initial question to be addressed is whether the individuals in the petitioned for unit,
the TA's on the Momingside Heights campus, are 'employees" under the Act. As the Board has
held, "Section 2(3) of the Act broadly defines the term 'employee' to include 'any employee. —
unless the Act explicitly states otherwise." New York University, supra. The Supreme Court has
supported the Board's interpretation of Section 2(3), noting that "the breadth of Section 2(3) is
striking, and that 'unless a category of workers is among the few groups specffic2Ily exempted
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from the Act's coverage, the group plainly comes within the statutory definition of 'employee.Sure-Tan, Inc., 467 U.S. 883, 891-92 (1984); New York University, supra.
As the Court more recently explained in NLRB v. Town & Country, 516 U.S. 65, 90-95
(1995), under the Act, the term 'employee" reflects the master-servant relalionship that has
-evolved under common law agency doctrine. In particular, the master-servant relationship
exists "when a servant performs services for another, under the other's control or right of
control, and in return for payment'
. In NYU, the Board applied these principles in regard to a petitioned-for unit of graduate
students serving as full-time and regular part-time teaching assistants, graduate assistants,
research assistants, graduate student graders and graduate student tutors (referred to
collectively as "graduate assistants'), holding the graduate assistants to be employees under
the Act. In arriving at this conclusion, the Board first noted that the graduate ass;s-Aants were not
within any category of workers excluded from coverage under the Act in Section 2(3). Next, the
Board held that the facts before it established that "graduate assistants perform services under
the control and direction of the Employer, and they are compensated for these services by the
Employer.' Id.
Columbia argues that the TA's at issue in the instant petition are not employees under
the Act. Columbia calls attention to the fact that the Board, in rejecting NYU's argument that the
graduate assistants were merely receiving financial aid and were not being paid for the services
they performed for NYU, stated, "[t]hat this is work in exchange for pay, and not solely the
pursuit of education, is highlighted by the absence of any academic credit for virtually all
graduate assistant work. Indeed, in most cases graduate assistants have completed their
coursework and are working on their dissertation while performing this work.' Columbia asserts
that its graduate students are required to teach in order to be awarded a Ph.D. or M.Phil., and
that, accordingly, based on the passage quoted from NYU above, its graduate s-'aidents are not
engaged in work for pay and are thus not employees under the Act.
29.
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Initially, Columbia asserts that there has been a GSAS-wide teaching requirement for
the award of a Ph.D. or M.Phil. since the 1985-1986 academic year, and it points to the GSAS
bulletin, which states thatlaill degree candidates are required to participate in the instuctional
and research activities of the Graduate School during a portion of theirtime in residence.. ? as
-evidence of this requirement Although Columbia asserts that it could deny the award of a
Ph.D. to students who have not performed instructional activities, there is no evidence that this
has occurred, and the evidence establishes that degrees have been awarded to students who
_ performed no such activities. In this regard, the record establishes that since 19e7, 508 of 1,139
students who received doctoral degrees (474 of them receiving Ph.D.'s) were never appointed
to instructional positions in the University; and only 92 percent of students awarded Ph.D's
during the 1999-2000 academic year taught during their graduate education at Columbia.a

C

4dditionally, there is no evidence that, prior to April 2000, the University had established any

formal change in the requirements for the award of the Ph.D. degree that would have made a
GSAS-wide teaching requirement a condition for successful completion of the program.]
Columbia points to a number of departments in which it appears that all graduate
students have taught for a number of years. As the testimony of members of the Music, Art
History, English and Comparative Literature, Classics and History departments illust-ate,
however, with the limited exception of the Computer Science and Biomedical Engineering
departments, such teaching has not been academically required but was, rather, a conditcn of
funding. New teaching guidelines were approved in April 2000 by the GSAS Executive
committee and then adopted in various departments, as outlined above. As of the time the
hearing was held in this matter, however, only the History Department had actually distributed
these new teaching guidelines to students. It must also be stressed that the new teething
guidelines have been adopted so recently that it is unclear from the record whether they were in
•

.

•

Accepting Columbia's as:sertion thai pertia'ps i2 of ihese-siudents may have held teachingpositions
that were not recorded in the University's Personnel Information System, then 446 of 1,139 students
. • ...
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effect prior to the filing .of the instant petition. Eased upon the foregoing find that the asserted
GSAS-wide teaching requirement has not been consistently required, and I further find that_
teaching service historically has not been a degree reqt.
____r_
ner j 9-4•thefefai;e4gpzk,iggjjNL
_
leaelliptofirfiVrtrgrerAMMMtfirtiOtpartroftheicuniculumgin-,most:departmentrin
s—
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,,residerterfrigatteletienfrireaTtifiedlarrirdrdiVddialty. 10
Under the test for "employee status under the Act, the relevant questions are: whether
a servant performs services for another; whether such services are under the others control or
right of control; and whether such services are in return for payment. Town & Country, 516 U.S.
at 90-95. The record establishes that the TA's perform services for Columbia. With respect to
Core Curriculum courses, a requirement for all undergraduate students, TA's teach 95 percent
of Logic and Rhetoric classes, 80-90 percent of Art Humanities classes, 75 percent of Music
Humanities classes, 40 percent of Contemporary Civilizations and Literature Humanities
classes; and in language classes TA's teach at least 90 percent of introductory French classes,

receiving doctoral degrees since 1997 did not teach.
It appears that there are individual departments, however, that require graduate students to teach.
Although Dean Lindt testified at one point that Columbia could require students to teach only if it
provides them with funding, there is also evidence in the record that seems to establish that there is
an academic teaching requirement in the Computer Science Department and Biomedical Engineering
f-De
, partments.
F 11 note that the Regional Director, Region 1, recently responded to exactly the same argument by
k„.Brown4ziniversitr5n regard to the above-quoted text from NYU. 'that merely because the Board =1'
in NYU that the lack of academic credit for graduate assistant work 'highlighted' the fact that this work
was not solely in pursuit of education, it does not follow that the absence of this factor produces the
9
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. at least 50 percent of introductory Spanish classes, and 60 percent of language classes in the
Classics Department The record also makes clear that Columbia's staffing needs drive TA
assignments. The specific services provided by TA's are also firmly established in the record.
These services include: lecturing, grading, designing and/or assisting the design of exams,
.preparing course materials andfor quizzes and assignments, writing letters of recommendation
for students, reporting students having academic problems to the applicable undergraduate
program, proctoring exams, lecturing portions of a class, tutoring, holding office hours,
substituting for a faculty member who is absent, maintaining course web sites, attending staff
meetings, assisting with syllabus preparation, ordering textbooks, photocopying reading
assignments, and placing reading assignments on reserve in Columbia's libraries.
It is largely uncontested that the services provided by the TA's are provided under
Columbia's control or right of control. As noted, Columbia's Faculty Handbook states that all
services performed by Columbia's student officers are done so "under the direction and
supervision of an officer of higher rank." TA's are assigned duties by Columbia faculty, and the
number of tasks assigned determines the hours of service required of TA's. Although Columbia
asserts that TA's are not subject to discipline or discharge, testimony to the contrary was offered
by Dean Lindt, who stated that a student performing inadequately as a TA could be removed by
the University, although not necessarily punished academically. Under all the above
circumstances, I therefore find that the TA's provide Columbia with services under Columbia's
control and right of control.
Lastly, it is clear that TA's services are in return for payment. As noted above, TA's are
described in Columbia's faculty handbook as student officers, and the far:a:ray handbook states
that "[s]tudent officers are paid monthly over the period of their appointment. in the manner of
other part time officers of the University." The TA's receive W-2 and W-4 forms. TA's receive

opposite result, such that receiving academic Credit for this service automatically makes a graduate
student a non-employee.' prown University, 1-RC-21368, 37 (November 16, 2001).
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payment in the form of stipend and or tuition and fee remission, with amounts dependent on
school and department As in NYU, this evidence is more than sufficient to show that the
services that the TA's perform under Columbia's control and right of control are in exchange for
consideration.
•

ortAvisColtimbia.argugUWAL,
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vifl1firreS7d. As noted above, the University pays over $40,000 per year to fund a graduate
student TA. Funding levels are driven by the level of graduate student funding offered by
Columbia's competitors. Columbia must match or exceed those funding leveis to attract the
best students whether or not it requires them to teach. Thus, it seems deer that there is an
economic incentive to make use of graduate students as instructors, rather than adjunct faculty,
who may already possess a doctoral degree as well as teaching experience, but would have to
be compensated for teaching. Thus, it is apparent that there is an authentic economic
relationship between Columbia and the TA's_
Columbia argues additionally that even if the University's graduate student TA's are
found to be employees underthe Act, undergraduate TA's are not entitled to c.olledive
bargaining rights under Board precedent See San Francisco Art Institute, 226 NLRB 1251-52
(1975); Cornell University, 202 NLRB 290, 292 (1973); Georgetown University, 200 NLRB 215,
216 (1972). These cases, however, were decided prior to Boston Medical Center, supra, in
which the Board overruled Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, 223 NLRB 251 (1976), as clarified in
St. Clare's Hospital & Health Center, 229 NLRB 1000 (1977). In Boston Medical Center, the
Board held that the house staff members met the test for employee status under the Act,
despite the fact that they were also students, concluding that Cedars-Sinai and St Clare's were
wrongly decided. Applying these principles in NYU, the Board determined that the graduate
assistants at issue in that case were also employees under the Act New York University,
supra. Columbia asserts that NYU addressed only graduate student assistnts and did not
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address the different considerations that might apply in determining the employee status of
undergraduates under the Act_ The Board in NYU did not state, however, at its holding was
••

•

S • •f 1: •

•

• • • • •

•

•

•

be

• Is

foe • •

I

Ss

• •

applicable to undergraduate student employees. Rather, the Board stressed its reliance on the
common law test to determine employee status under the Act. Given that undergraduate
students. in the employ of a college or university are not among the few groups specifically
exempted from the Act's coverage, and that the record establishes that the undergraduate TA's
meet the criteria for employee status in that they too perform services, under the direction and
control of the University, for compensation, I conclude that Columbia's undergraduate TA's are
employees under the Act.
The University further argues that, irrespective of whether they are found to be
employees under the ActmunstergraduateNT44-4:104Aot7s_harea:Toommunit*OtifgefestWitilftheA
-,grachraterstudents.411.11,5toMidAAgreXPIMOVIPCP0.140y-collectivetargaininpanit. The University
points to differences in the academic programs of undergraduates and graduate students, as
well as differences in financial aid structure, the way undergraduate TA's are selected, and
some differences in their duties. Graduate student TA's also are free to formally file grievances
in regard to their TA service, while undergraduate TA's are not. The-similarities-between
rasigate_TA'..saocLoraduate,gudentjA'salowevere4utweigh,thedifierences. As with the
undecg_
graduate students, the demand for undergraduates to serve as TA's appears to be driven
largely by the needs of undergraduate departments, and undergraduate TA's perform many of
the same functions as graduate TA's. They lead discussion and laboratory sections, hold office
hours, grade, tutor, and maintain course web sites. In the Computer Science Department, an
undergraduate even served as a Head TA, supervising other TA's in the department."
-.
The parties do not contend, and the record does not support, a determination that the Head TA
position is a supervisory position under Section 2(11) of the Act. "I also take note of the contradictory

testimony in regard to whether undergraduate TA's oversee graduate TA's in the Computer Science
-,Department_
•
•
•

.

--

.
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The University also argues that,. like the graders and tutors in NYU undergraduate TA's
are temporary employees. See New York University, supra, slip op. at 18. The University
asserts that, as compared to students awarded Ph.D's over the past three years who averaged
5.27 semesters of service as TA's, undergraduates receiving degrees averaged only 1.84
.semesters of TA service over the same time period. These figures are reflective of only TA's
formally appointed in the University's Personnel Information System, and do not reflect informal
appointments, which are also made. In this regard, although Columbia's data states that 37
undergraduates receiving degrees over those three years held TA appointments, the record
demonstrates that in the Computer Science Department alone, 70 undergraduates served as
TA's last semester, and that they have served in that Department from Ito 5 semesters_ The
record evidence thus fails to establish that the undergraduates are temporary employees with
little or no expectation of reappointment. 4.srthe,undergraduate,TKssharea-communitWor
.,„interestwith-11Tegfidübte"TArt',7fifiditaltigropriate'tolncludelhem.irrthe unit

eref171151rEVIVAirsIngrttirtavrevehoof=s4A4srthe-Ws4treaterntiterturnilter
progzus.,,,044211,,asatkea_Cs.andscourse-assistants-in-SIPAshould.be-excludedimaLtaunit
because4Hheirternpagriiitus.12 In NYU, the Regional Director excluded graduate student
graders and tutors from the petitioned-for unit largely due to their temporary ratus. Noting that
the graders and tutors were appointed for finite periods of timetfor periods ranging from cne
week to one semeSte), the Regional Director concluded that students in-these,posiiions,coulei
notanticipate.a.string,ofassignmentS=OPrritreappcintments4o,the-sa raegassignment This
conclusion, coupled with the fact that there were differences in compensation between the
graders and tutors and the rest of the unit, led the Regional Director to find these to be

As 'will be addressed in the discussion of research positions and administrative/clerical/technical
positions, Columbia seeks to exdude Service Fellows and DRA's In the Film Division of the School of
the Arts, Research Assistants in the Law School:as well as S IPA's Program Assistants, arguing that
these are temporary employees. •12
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temporary positions. Accordingly, they were excluded from the unit due to their lack of a
community of interest with the rest of the unit New York University, supra, s5p op_ at 18.
Both the Law Associates and Teaching Fellows in the Law School have duties that
. .
overlap those of the GSAS TA's, as they lead discussion sections, grade, and prepare course
.materials. Law Associates also serve as the instructor of record for legal writing and research
classes, and are appointed for a two-year term. I therefore find that they are employees who
have a reasonable expectation of employment for that period of time and, accordingly, that they
should be included in the unit XlieveoorthestablishesAoweverivthatTeaortingZelloA&A
geosalltdo not seqe,formorariebrieferriiitiin'hWtWTeathingifellowsaresimilar4
XA,.graders,ancilutpcs,tn-NYLI;EwithlittieTagriedifigibltitVingior-rnorathana,finitk.-anatzlig
periotof,timeAnasmuctvastheseteathirig4itiStaritS'detiothaVd4~reasonable-expectationmofa
jitureemploymentirrthat position, Ifind it appropriate that they be excluded from ti

ri

SIPA's TA's and Course Assistants perform many of the same duties as the University's
TA's as a whole. As masters' degree students, SIPA's TA's and Course Assistants generally
are students for only two years. ,N.ImoteitlaboothatfofSIPAIsTA-!sand,CourseAssistantsvare,,
..appoiatectrimtheir.positionsforone semesteri-and they rest-are appointed for only-one_additional

0\ -Ai' i„Arar_ges,,,,,allRA4s,TAls-.and;CoursrAstIstarits -are-thu

S-:2ISCVS1M

--11/
44

NY11,0with,littlezexpettablifibf SerVirefOr'MO lAari-

lartoThegradersand-tutors,in

P`eil d

timei'arid:according

adAhatstheyarelaroperlyeXcitidedIrcirtilfirtinit.
The Instructors and TA's in Columbia's summer programs, as noted, perform duties
which include serving as instructor of record, running discussion sections, serving as laboratory
assistants, grading, holding office hours, and providing tutoring. As appointments in the
summer programs last from 5-12 weeks, and a large majority of Instructors and TA's in the
summer programs serve for only one summer, theseZksin,thesummerprooratirarealtb

NYU,NAthlitlle,expectation,of senting for more than one finite
..Similarto-theTraders-and-tutorsin_._____
-•• . •
.. • .
-41r4
j2.:r.ivoioLtirrleord,t,,Watore.,SbO.uld .als,o_be,exçlm-sitectfripm.,lbe.runit.

.., • .
•

. •. _.• ■7

:

•. .
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Having concluded that the graduate and undergraduate TA's are employees under the '
Act, it is now necessary to determine whether a unit consisting solely of instiuctiorklemployees
at the Momingside campus, the unit which the Petitioner seeks, is a unit appropriate for the
purposes of collective bargaining. It is well-settled that the Act does not require that the
- petitioned-for unit be the only appropriate unit, the most appropriate unit, or what could become
the ultimate unit it requires only that the unit be 'appropriate.° See, e.g., Overnicht
Transportation Co., 322 NLRB 723 (1996); Dezcon Inc., 295 NLRB 109 (1989); Capital Bakers.

168 NLRB 904 (1968); Morand Bros. Beverage Co., 91 NLRB 409 (1950), enfd 190 F2d 576
(7'" Cir. 1951). Aud,Agaile.alsketitierwerdesittrifrfaRetreffiettpnitysitipmenci.seppewis
relevaritrrnovey-dispersitiversee.Airco. Inc., 273 NLRB 34-8 (1984), bera1,,m291244.,
bangaining-tmit-based-ofeetverbitrarrgroupingrof-ernpfoyees-wilt-always.beinappzioptiates. See,
e.g., Moore BusineSs Forms. Inc., 204 NLRB 552 (1973); Glosser Bros.. Inc., 93 NLRB 1343
(1951). Illustrative of this principle is United States Steel Corp., 192 NLRB 58 (1971), in which
the Board held that when technical and maintenance employees interchange jobs, are under
common supervision, and have similar working conditions, a unit that included only one of these
groups of workers was inappropriate. Under,alf-the,facts.presentediterahrfaltereasoo.s,setf,.
fortIrbelovir,TVOiltiditteIha—retifiiffiffilteditririttructionallemployeesJossed.o_nimittpe
Morningskie,,,canapus4sAet.an.appropriatemnitfopurpo.seSyOfs_ollactiva4oargainirtov.anddlaat.
theAmit-rttetflrfonigriardWraWITAA'reliffirrigenreniafflifirefereattertitalett'Sciertce-s
,,,campuses,.,as4vell=a&-at.the..1.-arnont,and„Nevisomasch_facilities,,,akwellAsar
;
,m3As.2,,,KkOmay
teactrat4hose4acitit1ts.

RESEARCH POSITIONS:
GRADUATE RESEARCH ASSISTANTS:

TpiaegiegagListaklislaehutheaRAztiferdinVeeWices-foreolUMI:Ii& In NYU certain
student research
. .assistants, primarily in natural science departments, were held not to be
37.
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employees u-nder the Act because the Board concluded that these students did not perform
services for NYU. New York University, supra, slip op. at n.10. These studentassistants
worked under grants from sources outside of NYU, often from federal entities such as NIH or
NSF, but were only required to perform research towards their dissertations, with no other
•service requirements. Id. at 12. In holding these that these students were not employees
under the Act, the Board cited Leland Stanford Junior University, 214 NLRB 621 (1974),-as
supporting precedent In Leland Stanford, research assistants were held not to be employees
under the Act because they provided no services for the University, and because 'Stanford
was, essentially, a disinterested party. Stanford did not control the research, did not request the
research, and, most significantly, did not receive remuneration from a third party for the
particular research." Cedars-Sinai Med. Center, 223 NLRB 251, 255 n. 14 (1976); Leland
Stanford Junior University, 214 NLRB 621 (1974).
Columbia'4.73RNs aredistinguishablelrorrrbothzthettudentresearcivassistantslivNYU,
and Le land_ Stanforesjesearch aS§_igaPttl,in,that-theCRA!_s -provideservices
-shoukl-firstbeTtoted,thatthat+ssearrAls,central-tc-Colurribia's'missiori)O-rnuth"so,thatfaculty".
--refedittrgiTcE6GiliWfgli-i-aii-f l'UffiVefgttiet- atititigibudget:'Nvhileiattiftirers-applyfor-grants.in-the,capacityota,principalinvestigatori-theydoso,ombehalfof:the:
„Universitr-en&wherra'grant'proposaris acceptedty-a funding -entity;--Columbiaispaidby.the,,,
ahhaljedegOi-ibtTat'disinteres'aid-_
in its gtafided rearch Serces rendered bý aGRA:'iltiderthe,guidelines,ottke,gra,07_,_,
awarding„entitiest-muttbe-Kgeggifiti311-16-66iiii5litibti ofbeàhtzfurided- researchimordertoZe
,
billedAo,theirant; and the record reveals, through extensivelesbmonyfrornfacl.rIty members
,GRA's-hasinlact-b-teirnetettaryloIhelulfillment-of-the,grante,researth ,requirements,„and,
accondinglyç-mustbeligiided as servic.e to the University. 17)e record contains Many such
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_examples df-G

'.._Pl"Pvicting-services,necessary to the fulfillment of CaIurnbia's grant-related

dbligations.
In NYU, as discussed, the fact that the natural sciences students were only required to
perform research towards their dissertations, with no other service requirement, was significant
to the Board in holding that these students were not employees under the Act. 332 NLRB No.
111, slip op. at 12. )AibeYrarg-trdgfifftf-razeertain,classification,areperforming research Te4t51,
.„„ssilelptaAheirown,rdissertatitiffearde-14W4,4ifiltilEallrifirgiVrthatthesestidentsare<ndt,

PaYA.41.9-,Wmi-C-g:5-49,,,tbe,univ,erisitr„howgverpitilogsfriot necessarilyloJlowItvt,tke,pgrfPIRIMM—
vgjgfigired:,dissertation,research,mandates,the conclusion- thatterVibeerfaVellarbeen'plii-Vida'
..,,,gtackhat--thestudents,atissueoEeAlotlernployees:;!*ievertheiess, the record additionally
establishes that GRA's perform research and other services for Columbia under its resean:h
grants that are unconnected, and sometimes unrelated, to their dissertations.
In regard to the University's direction and control of the GRAls,ithe'Vtiffit5alieliitttigato*

vag&turp41.04.#zekU„giqLs.;401
,yege.1::withAh
.
.,-personnekincluding2GRA'sTworking:.on--the-resealorCprOjedt- Ahd at7déltiiinii:iteeirliétgraltb
AilezesearchgrantsAiscuSsed:above,principarinvestigators assigh-sp.ecificlasks arid-ensure
that

e tasks are
The services provided by the GRA's are clearly in return for payment Like the TA's,

GRA's receive payment in the form of stipend and or tuition and fee remission, with amounts
dependent on school and department Again, for the reasons set forth above, this is more than
sufficient to show that the services that the GRA's perform under Columbia's control and right of
control is in exchange for consideration.
Columbia's GRA's perform services for Columbia, under Columbia's control and right of
control, and the work that is performed is in return for payment I therefore find that Columbia's
GRA's are employees under the Act
•
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1 further find that under the circumstances herein, an appropriate unit must include the
GRAls. I note that the Board has not squarely addressed the issue as to Whether a petitioned•

a

I

•I

•

1 • -

• -II

dude research assislants and include

I.

only teaching assistants is appropriate. The Employer relies upon NYU Wfiere both teaching
. assistants and research assislants were inc.luded In the same unit However, the union in NYU
sought to include both teaching assistants and research assistants in the petitioned-for
bargaining unit Thus, the Board's holding in that case fails to resolve the question posed by the
instant case in that the Petitioner has petitioned for a unit consisting solely of teaching
assistants, and is specifically seeking to exclude research assistants.
taiitagtaigkilefaaM11%OcirnbergykoaserVierrdWttfirdlionahrinits-wem-Aeld4.0:beo

fappropriateirpsupporbofitheiprospinititiffleigraViMitittadtirifitizemployesszo

4R.T.,18.-

appmpriatelibltee, e.g., Trustees of Boston University v. NLRB, 575 F2d 301 (1a Cir. 1978),
vacated on other grounds, 445 U.S. 912 (1980); Developmental Disabilities Institute. Inc, 334
NLRB No. 143 (2001); Nova Southeastern University, 325 NLRB 728 (1998); St Thomas
University, 298 NLRB 280 (1990). The Petiticiner is ecittè ctfinsfruètional:unita:have„bees,
,.....4g4I4e,,..b
.. .e.-App.ro.priatettpthe:.EgardiTtisimteinlys-doesmotrine.an.•;713awever;:•;-thatam
instructionattifiltWillterapproipriateinlall'erearnttatite0
The Petitioner also cites two cases in support of the proposition that the Board has
excluded non-instructional positions from instructional bargaining units. See Goddard College,
216 NLRB 457, 457-58 (1975); Roman Catholic Archdiocese, 216 NLRB 249 (1975). However,
neither Goddard College nor Roman Catholic Archdiocese involved purely instructional units, as
the Petitioner asserts. Both of those cases involved units that included more than instructional
positions. In Goddard College and Roman Catholic Archdiocese, the respective unions sought
to include certain positions in the bargaining unit, but the Board excluded these positions due to
_
the fact that they did not share a community of interest with the other members of the proposed
--•
—• -- :'•
:
-• •
• ."
••
unit, holding that the fact that the excluded positions were not teaching positions, in addition to
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Other dissimilarities between the positions at issue, warranted their exclusion from the units in
those cases. These cases do not support the proposition that the Board excludes noninstructional positions from instructional units. A-inumberatETS11,-fligelound
lemaining.tmits-comprise&oftothinstructionatarid-frdiViritWetidiattrIplayees-ttrbe
.aPProPriate-due-tOaShared,community--otinteresti See New York University, supra; University
of Vermont, 223 NLRB 423 (1976); Northeastern University, 218 NLRB 247(1975); Goddard
College, 216 NLRB 457, 457-58 (1975); Roman Catholic Archdiocese, 216 NLRB 249 (1975);
University of Miami, 213 NLRB 634 (1974); C.W. Post Center of Long Island University, 189
NLRB 904 (1971).
Although the Board has not considered whether a unit of student assistants that includes
only teaching assistants and excludes research assistants is appropriate. Board precedent that
has addressed related unit composition questions suggests, however, that such a unit may not,
under certain circumstances, be appropriate for collective bargaining. See University of
Vermont, 223 NLRB 423 (1976); Northeastern University, 218 NLRB 247(1975); University of
Miami, 213 NLRB 634 (1974); C.W. Post Center of Long Island University, 189 NLRB 904
(1971).
In UniversitwoLVermont,223 NLRB 423 (1976), the union petitioned to represent a unit
of all full-time faculty, including the school of nursing and professional librarians, but excluding
personnel in the schools of allied health sciences and medicine. The union did not seek to
include non-student research associates in the unit_ The Board determined that the research
associates were independent professionals working within a research grant from sources
outside of the University of Vermont In most cases, the Board found, a principal investigator
would hire several research associates and a support staff fora specific research project The
Board determined that the research associates enjoyed the same fringe benefits as regular fulltime faculty, received comparable salaries, and like most academic facutty, possessed
advanced degrees. The Bo-aid concluded that the research associates had a dose
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professional community of interest with the faculty sufficient to warrant their inclusion in the
voting unity' even though the research associates were not involved in performing instructional
services.
theaSt
1.niatlat_.___

, 219 NLRB 247 (1975), the union sought to represent a una of

•all full-time members of the teaching and research faculty. The union failed to take a position In
regard to whether the position of research associate should be included in the unit, thereby
requiring the Board to determine whether this position should or should not be included in the
unit Id. at 253. The Board determined that the research associates performed research on _
special research projects under the direction of a principal investigator, had the status of
professionals like the rest of the faculty, and enjoyed all the benefits that were enjoyed by other
employees of the University. Accordingly,,elidardintkidedAhe4eseardka•SAPO*AS-ABM.
wunit. Id. at 254.
While these cases do not directly address the issue presented by the instant matter, the
principles gleaned from University of Vermont and Northeastern University are instructive.
Although the unions therein were not seeking the exclusion of the research associates, they
also were not, as in NYU, seeking their inclusion in the unit. Required then to decide what
would constitute an appropriate unit, in Northeastern University and University of Vermont, the
Board held that the appropriate unit in both of these cases included the research assistants.
The Board did not state in these cases that a unit that excluded the research assisnts would
also be appropriate.
r-Apirprinflep
-TilitifiletlitrfiNortheastermUniversity!and.fUniversityzaMermontloJhe,
4actsAthandleadstolhe-,conclUsiorrthattheWtitibWedacitirtitititiiblartappropriatemnitforsigt
kpurpose-sForeallettiveTterralliTrirtiketheaFaitti4SSEitiatesinsNortheasterralniversity4eAl
v•UniverSitrrVeffififitTeditiffit5iaweRA-ts7'perfortyresearchorvspeci4research, rojectsyndeziou
thellirectionl.refIlifirteipiainiréstigator. As the research associates in Northeastern University
"
. . .
- •
.
and University of Vermont shared a close community with the respecfivefaculties by way of the
.

•

.
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• similarity in their salaries, their educational backgrounds, the benefits they enjoyed, and in their
university status as .professionals,Colurnbies=GRAIIIRilii7girr;47ayiTiiiairritirtity-cf*IterestwithColurnbias

a ringsimilarsalaries7b-enefitsTeducationallevet,-and the-same

university-status asztudentassistants:,--MoreoYet:TóbkiiifaTaffieT-ariirritkiitTifirinterastfactors--such,aszornmon- supervision,- interchangeability.and..contact-among .ernployees;work-situs;and
generalyworking_conditions;See, e.g., Seaboard Marine Ltd., 327 NLRB No. 108 (1999); J.C.
Penney Co., 328 NLRB No. 105 (1999); KG. Knitting Mills. 320 NLRB 374 (1995); Long island
University, 189 NLRB 909 (1971),Ireppe-artitlattitilüffil5ia'S-GRA'S

TA'rthare,arreverr

dosercommunitSreifirititétt thbil-'ditS1 6 relea-rdfliiiiigiata'and "ifitliErldailtzfirgOrrth-eaSteth
University and University of Vermont Golumbia's.,GRA"sand-TA!s are-often-itiIhérame
.
.
„. .
schools andsame-departmerattiendingthe sarffe cAassesand lectures:vith the-same
Rfk4-P.,,sSnrsseryingTassupervisors,andas,Columbia,points:outAhe,GRA!-sand;TA;stare
'sometimes oneand-thesarne,-„as-somes-tudents-ranzervetothitinctions-at-theveryme
..,,P4l.d.RrII..g„,90..,MQ1.17#(1_90e,Heig tits .gampukheld,,,both.GRA.3.riciA
positionsipAe.5pring-2004-semester;--andotall graduate students awarded degrees-in,Th elast
",11.7iree,years,,,34:theldboth- GRA - and TA. appointments, -altho.ughnotsimultaReouslyt
The only difference of significance between the GRA's and the TA's is that the two
groups perform different functions, the TA's providing instructional services and the GRA's
providing research-related services. The Union argues that there is also significance in the fact
that the GRA's and TA's are students in different departments, but this difference is of no
significance as the TA's are in different departments in relation to each other as well. The Union
also asserts that the TA's and GRA's serve different constituencies, but this contention is no
more than a restatement of the fact that the GRKs and TA's perform different functions. While
the TA's provide services to the University through instructing or assisting in the instruction of
students, the GRA's provide services to the University thrOugh research-related services. It is
therefore clear that the only difference of any significance between the GRA's and TA's is in the
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functions they perform. In a different C
- ontext, the Board has held that where-the function two
groups of employees perform is the only significant difference between the employees, both
groups of employees must be included in the same bargaining unit United States Steel, 192
NLRB 58 (1971). Goitimbia GRNs-and TA'ssharesuch a closecommuntty ofinterest_tbaLaw
unit-composed-s-dlely-OrTA's- under these-facts would bean arbitrary groupingrand,ThusisucS.
..,..0-mnitis-notappropriate for purposes of-collective-bargaining:-Se-dre.g., Moore Business Forms.
Inc., 204 NLRB 552 (1973); Glosser Bros.. Inc., 93 NLRB 1343 (1951). Accordingly, an
appropriate unit must include the GRA's.0 _

DEPARTMENTAL RESEARCH ASSISTANTS: •
The Petitioner seeks to include the University's DRA's if a unit limited to instuctional
positions is held to be inappropriate. The Employer, noting that there are few individuals
occupying this position and that the position is in the process of being phased out, does not
specifically seek to exclude all DRA's. Columbia does, however, seek to exclude DRA's in the
School of the Arts' Film Division, arguing that they are temporary employees_
As noted, a DRA is described by the University as 'e full time candidate for a graduate
degree in the University who is appointed annually to assist a department. . in the conduct of
research[r and there is no evidence in the record to suggest that there is any academic
requirement in the University to serve as a DRA. DRA's duties include basic library research,
Internet research, fact checking, bibliography preparation, statistical analyses, photocopying,
and mundane tasks such as ordering food and cleaning, and in the Film Division of the School
of the Arts, DRA's duties also include organizing film screenings, guest speaker programs,
orientations, managing casting files and scheduling auditions. Itriightottheterdatiesj-finddim.
DRA's perform.servicesfor theljniversitry.

1--am1itif suggesting that a purely initructional unit of student assist
stress, however
cannot be a_unit appropnate for collective bargaining under other circumstances.

13 I

•

•
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DRA's perform these services under Columbia's control and right of control, as the
DRA's are essentially personal research assistants for Columbia faculty and are assigned their
duties by Columbia faculty members.
As to whether the services provided by the DRA's are in return for payment, such
.services are clearly in return for payment. As do the TA's and GRA's, the DRA's receive
payment in the form of stipend and or tuition and fee remission. Thus, Columbia's DRA's
perform services for Columbia, under Columbia's control and right of control, and the work that
is performed is in return for payment. I therefore find that Columbia's DRA's are employees
under the Act.
For the reasons stated above in the discussion of the GRA's, an appropriate unit should
include DRA's. See University of Vermont, 223 NLRB 423 (1976); Northeastern University, 218
NLRB 247 (1975); University of Miami, 213 NLRB 634 (1974); C.W. Post Center of Lona Island
university, 189 NLRB 904 (1971). Although, as noted above, it appears that this Position is in
the process of being eliminated, there is no evidence that the implementation of this plan is
imminent. Most DRA's generally serve in that position for 2-3 semesters, and the record
indicates that it is not uncommon for DRA's to later become TA's. The DRA's in the Film
Division of the School of the Arts, however, are appointed generally for one semester only. In
this manner, they are similar to the graders and tutors in NYU, with little expectation of serving
for more than a finite period of time, and thus should be excluded from the unit
Similarly, Research Assistants in the Law School, who the Employer seeks to exclude as
temporary employees, are JD candidates. Therareieligib.Igktf_aeme,asfResearchAssistanit
onlylafteptheArstyearoUtheirJD'jprtigrartvanciareappointeriforon'ettiettireitifieFILs
moAtgfAhe,LawcSehooftlesearctrassistants,clo,not-servein-thispositionlortnOreitark9 P.-,:spr33.:esterytheyatotrare,similarlathfgraders,,ancrArtorsin,

NYtikwit11.110.1g,evegtation,of_sgMn
',g.-.::

touppre4thamaliniteptTiddlgslittitiaritVthitinthatilit:tie-zeitlUifiétrfitifilhetin
-it
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ADMINISTRATIVE CLERICAL; AND TECHNICAL POSITIONS: --SIPA's Program Assistants provide administrative and clerical services in SIPA Lfie
SIPA's TA's and Course Assistants discussed above, about half of the Program Assistants are
appointed in their positions for only one semester, and about half are appointed for an additional
efr
semester.--SIPA4s-Pcogrern-Assistantslhussharasimilaritieswith-thevradersandlut
NYU-with-littleexpectationcf-servinglormoretharratinite-period-oftimei.a.nritherefore:shouldlike_excludedlrom-the-unit
Service Fellows in the School of the Arts provide administrative and technical services.
As noted, Service Fellow appointments are for one year or one semester at a time. While
Service Fellows may serve subsequently as a TA, the record did not establish that Service
Fellows do serve subsequently as TA's. Thus the Service Fellows are also similar to the
graders and tutors in NYU, with little expectation of serving for more than a finite period of time,
and should be excluded from the unit

CAMPUS LOCATIONS:
As stated earlier, the Act does not require that the petitioned-for unit be the only
appropriate unit, the most appropriate unit, or what could become the ultimate unit it requires
only that the Unit is "appropriate. See, e.g., Overnight Transportation Co., 322 NLRB 723
(1996). In regard to unit scope, the Board has long held that a single location is presumptively
appropriate. See, e.g., Huckleberry Youth Programs, 326 NLRB No. 127 (1998); Heains Corp..
255 NLRB 150 (1981); Penn Color. Inc., 249 NLRB 1117, 1119 (1980); Cornell University, 183
NLRB 329 (1970); Marks Oxygen Co_ 147 NLRB 228, 230 (1964). This presumption is
rebuttable, however, see, e.g., J & L Plate, 310 NLRB 429 (1993).
In Cornell University, 183 NLRB 329 (1970), the Board held that in the educational
setting, it would continue to look to factors it had long considered in the industrial setting where
an employer operates more than one facility_ .Those factors are: prior bargaining history;
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centralization of management particularly in regard to labor relations; extent of employee
interchange; degree of interdependence or autonomy; differences or similarities of skills and
functions of the employees; and geographical locations of the facilities in relation to each other.
See, e.g., Cornell University, 183 NLRB 329 (1970); President & Fellows of Harvard Colleoe,
269 NLRB 821 (1984); Trustees of Tufts Colleoe, 251 NLRB 785 (1960); Faideich Dickinson
University, 205 NLRB 673 (1973).
In The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York, 222 NLRB 309 (1976)
- ("Columbia"), the Board applied the Cornell factors in regard to a petition seeking to represent
Columbia's clerical employees at theMorninoside Heights Campus_ Columbia argued that the
only appropriate unit was one that included technical employees and was university-wide in
scope. Id. The appropriateness of including Health Science Campus employees WES not
before the Board. The Board found that, despite there being several locations, 'University
friPtlegementwastiglontgalizedsinTegarditoweagalarpandAkenelltistryctigesaad
spheduing of employees, factors arguing against the presumptionthat the singlelocationVesw.

lAppropriate. The Board also determined, however, that the Nevis Laboratories and the LamontDoherty Observatory had independent research functions and operations, independent funding
sources ,weretnott-subjectby-tieVniversitylo,tentraliz-ed:ciartondardirectiorvatiniverefesch4
located7about45:-miles,trorrvtheMomingsideAeights,Qampus4 Weighing these factors, the
Board determined thatAthefNevistiaboratarierafittaltidi*DdhertrObSéNittiffferifilidy-Wedid
nro4s_arg,A,coromu.nity,cfinterestwiththelest,of,theunitto'warranttheirincluSiomin-the

jArgaining%Init

Id. at 310.

The Union argues that the factors, that led the Board to uphold the presumption in favor
of the single location, the Momingside Heights Campus, and exclude the employees at Lemont
and Nevis argue as forcefully today that a unit limited to the Momingside Height Campus is
appropriate. The Union asserts that Lamont and Nevis still have independent research
functions and operations, independent funding sources, still are not subject by the University to
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centralized day to day direction, and are each still located about 15 miles from the Momingside
Heights Campus. The Union also points out that Lamont now has its own labor relations office,
which.tt did not have when the Board decided Columbia. Additionally, the Union contends, that
the employees at issue performing services at the Health Sciences Campus do not share a
community of interest with the employees at issue performing services at the Momingside
Heights Campus, asserting that the two campuses have separate funding, administration and
labor relations; that the employees have different terms and conditions of employment and that
Section 8(g) of the Act may apply to the employees performing services at the Momingside
Heights Campus."
The record, however, establishes that there is.signifimnt-Abtidernidand-research
igtesKaUmbetweeraathezMorningside-Heights:Campusand7,thelesearch.facilitiesteisEwelffe*
between:theArlorningSicle-Heights'andllealtKStienc:esTampus-es,5whicbrsuggestvthattheset
.4gparate-facilitievawn-otautblidWa. TheRkiktyiggrarnsiwBasicesciencesAezatettsMW
oMediezatiScboallerObe4lealthZciencesLampusare--acadeMicallytimilartaNatfiralSciences,
A34410/4Presgarnsibasecla3n4heiMomingsideaieightsCampusemith similar course and research
requirements and levels of student funding; and faculty move between the Basic Sciences and
Natural Sciences programs. Departments and programs are in some cases intertwined
between the two campuses. For example, the Department of Biomedical Engineering is based
at the Momingside Heights Campus, yet, has cifficeslagd4abalithothosampuses-41Stusients.a.
,..the,F3ionircliarErigirieerirrglYeTWtiriéhTtaTCE—elatttVrthexMorpirtgside4ieights,and,JdealtU,

-,,,Scierices=campuses,,while,coursesAwthis-cfepartmentare-co-laaghtty-fatattrfrcif
--campusdr,in the Department of Biological Sciences at Momingside Heights, doctoral students
can choose from among 21 faculty members from the Biological Sciences Department and 23

'4 Section 8(g) providesthatla] labor organization before engaging in any strike, picketing, or other
concerted refusal to work at any health care institution shall, not less than ten days prior to such
action, notify the institution in writing and the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service of that
•
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faculty from the Basic Sciences faculty when selecting a researr.h team. Students in the
Department of Biochemistry, based at the Health Sciences Campus, take electives at the
Momingside Heights Campus, join research teams at Momingside Heights, have Momingside
Heights faculty on their dissertation committees, serve as TA's at Momingside Heights, and
attend seminars on the Momingside Heights Campus. Medical Informatics' doctoral candidates,
based at the Health Sciences Campus, are required to take courses in Computer Science that
are offered at Momingside Heights. More than 50 grants involve research collaborations
between the Momingside Heights and Health Sciences campuses. SPH, located on the Health
Sciences Campus, participates in dual degree programs with SIPA, the School of Business, and
the School of Social Work, all located on the Momingside Heights Campus.
This integration is exhibited at the research facilities as well. Lamont is linked with either
the Momingside Heights Campus or the Health Sciences Campus orcapproximatelyff40multi?
A.„ratppmsgesearcia+rmjects; and Nevis employs the use of GRA's from the Physics Department,
which is based on the Momingside Heights Campus, for its research projects_ All of these
factors support a finding of ihterdependenee.between.thebtomingside,HeiglatsCampusAhe,
Health Sciences Campus and the research facilities in.the areas of-research and.açad,e
,fflics,
areas of great relevance in regard to the employees at issue in the petiticn.

711-Citr6it'beedelliieteirittections-arriongand-tetweenAtte,g4IMP.P.g..,..4004,g§gg#1
facilitiesralsoleadlc'errIployeeinteithange'aridintaffate. For instance, butof,39,GRA's,in,,,,.
DEE-S'r26-'performAheirzesearohrat,Lamontrwhile-theother43-performlheir,researohat,..
---g-lvlorriingtitielHaightSTGRATfitifilheThySierDepartmentrwhichistasedomthe,Momingtide

Heights,Gampusrperform-researcharNavirarreServe-as--1Ws-on,.the,_oglinggiglej-jeigtits

earrpti - Neurology and Behavior's students, who are based on the Health Sciences Campus,
serve as TA's on the Momingside Heights Campus.
•There is also ing.htr
7' 7alitaiiiifir-- ;Trianalifife-nt-in,regard.lo„the:_employees,,et:issue. As all
of Columbia's Ph.b. programs,are.,govemed-and..administered,by_G.$?NS.,doctorakstudentsare
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theirptation at whichlhey-performSendcel.

Accordingly salary levels for student assista.ntships are determined centrally by the Provo
sdespite.1hefact-That-there are -separate - labor-relations offices -at several ofthe

AdeatiOrie, lebOrielationittenot administered individually by site in regard to the employees-at
issue Term and conditions of empoymentin regard to salary, benefits, and working
environgients.are also similar for the employees at issue at allIcidatiOni.
Finally, the Petitioner's argument that the Health Science Campus employees do not
share a community of interest with the Momingside Heights employees bemuse of the possible
applicability of Section 8(g) in regard to these employees is unpersuasive. The record does not
establish that Columbia and the Medical Center constitute a joint or single employer, nor does it
establish that employees at issue in this petition in fact perform services in locations where
Section 8(g) would govern a job action. The mere possibility that Section 8(g) might apply to
employees at the Health Sciences Campus is unduly speculative and does not alter my
determination that the employees at the Health Science Campus share a close community of
interest with the other employees at issue.
Irlai,gptof_tqe,fm,go,ing, I find. that the employees perforrningservices at the two
campusespd,research,facilitiessharesucha,closettirritnün

interest that the presumption

in . favol,oLthesingle-location- has- beervrebutted.,,--ArF appropriate unit, therefore, must include
the employees at issue from trdttriloses4rldf,esearolacilitiesi and, accordingly. I find that
a unit appropriate for purposes of collective bargaining must include Columbia's TAlsr-GRA,'so,
,ZAXpgdorming,servicesatlha4MOMirigSide+ieights-CampusJtealtbScienoes Campus,
ta,P
L-arnont,Dohertyabservatoryrancl--Nevistaboratories,
In view of the foregoing, I find that the following unit constitutes a unit that is appropriate
for the purposes of collective bargaining;
INCLUDED: All graduate and undergraduate Teaching Assistants
(Teaching Assistants, Teaching Fellows, Law Associates, Preceptors, Instructors,
Listening Assistants, Course Assistants, Readers and Graders),
.. 50
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Graduate Research Assistants and Departmental Research Assistants
employed by the Employer at its Momingside Heights, Health Sciences,
Lamont-Doherty and Nevis fealties.
EXCLUDED: All other employees, including Teaching Fellows
and Research Assistants in the Law School, instructors and Teething Assistants
in the Summer Session programs, Teaching Assistants, Course Assistants
and Program Assistants in the School of International and Public Aft..irs,
Departmental Research Assistants in the School of the Arts, Film Division,
Service Fellows in the School of the Arts, and guards, and supervisors
as defined by the Act
DIRECTION OF ELECTION
An election by secret ballot shall be conducted by the Regional Director, Region 2,
among the employees in the unit found appropriate at the time's and place set forth in the
notice of election's to be issued subsequentlyreetteotAtOlhelBearesoRtrlestMegufations.
EtigibteteuetitealhcitgintigraTWereWeirdy'ilillUitinglhe7payrollveriotrendifir
„MiEfSrfAriaNaeldatemfitieglecisionvinoludingemployees,whofdiftOtworkidurInr
-€PAt-ROP.,44;tefPY§esTherwereillm3rvvaoatiorrorgemporarily'Iaid'off4n-d-tFfotYitfthe'sunit5who
,tpAyMegn,omploy.ed-foratliiiitirkinplaySTOffirOteWithiiilhelZmonthsiipreoedinwthweligibilitr
clateJetthegglegtionvorichadsometernprdyttletre:Brifiptibt-e42-imontWariehtleld
mplg:
.w.
,..WhfiTworicingildays::orlotirt'Vithierth-6144morittrperigclirarpegigtelyipmgedingthe,gligibi1ibettate. Also eligible are employees engaged in an economic strike which commenced
less than 12 months before the election date and who retained their stztus as such during the
eligibility period and their replacements. Those in the military services of the Uni ted States
who are in the unit may vote if they appear in person at the polls. Ineligible to vote are
employees who have quit or been discharged for cause since the designated payroll period,

15 Pursuant to Section 101.21(d) of the Board's StatementsOf Procedure, absent a %slyer, an
election will normally be scheduled for a date or dates between the 2e and 30 dayEllerthe date of
this decision.
16 The Board has adopted a rule requiring that election notices be posted by an employer ^at least 3
full working days prior to 12:01 a.m_ of the dai of the election.' Section 10320(a) of the Eoart's
Rules. In addition, the Board has held that Section 103.20(c) of the Board's Rides requires that an
employer notify the Regional Office at least five full working days prior to 12:01 a.m.. of the day of the
election, if it has not received copies of the election notice. Club Demonstration Services, 317 NLRB
No. 52 (1995). -*-
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employees engaged in a strike who have been discharged for cause since the carnmelcement
thereof and who have not been rehired or reinstated before the election date and employees
engaged in an economic strike which commenced more than 12 months before the election
date and who have been permanently replaced.17 Those eligible shall vote whether they desire
to be represented for collective bargaining purposes by International Union, United Automobile,
Aerospace and Agricultural Implement Workers of America, UAW, AFL-C10.18

Dated: February 11, 2002
at New York, New York

Cele Jvatna
egion 2
Regil Mee
Nat nal Labor Relations Board
26 Federal Plaza, Rm. 3614
New York, New York 10276

•

17 In order to assure that all eligible voters may have the opportunity to be informed of the issues in
the exercise of their statutory right to vote, all parties to the election should have access to a ist of
voters and their addresses that may be used to communicate with them. North Macon Health Care
Facility, 315 NLRB 359 (1994); Excelsior Underwear. Inc., 156 NLRB 1236 (1966); NLRB V. Wyman
Gordon Company, 394 U.S. 759 (1969). Accordingly, it is hereby directed thatwithin seven days of
the date of this Decision, three copies of an election eligibility Ust, containing the full names and
addresses of all eligible voters, shall be filed by the Employer with the Regional Director, Region 2,
who shall make the list available to all parties to the election. In order to be timely hied, such fist must
be received in the Regional Office at the address below, on or before February 19, 2002. No
extension of time to file this list may be granted, nor shall the filing of a request for review operate to
stay the tiling of such list, except in extraordinary circumstances. Failure to cornpty with this
requirement shall be grounds for setting aside the election whenever proper objections are Med.
le Under the provisions of Section 102_67 of the Board's Rules and Regulations, a recrue for review of
this Decision may be filed with the National Labor Relations Board, addressed to the Executive Secretary,
1099 141" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20570. This request must be received by February 25, 2002.

_
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